XTALS. 1000 kc Bliley, Valpey or Somerset, standard fin, pin spacing 20/-, 100 kc RCA, Bliley, sub-standards, 17/6, Western Elec. 500 cc, fin, pin holders, 7/6.

XTALS. 3.5 Mc Band any spot freq., 15/-. FOR 144 Mc. Any spot freq. from 7 Mc to 7500 kc at 12/6, Ft. 243 holders, by Western Elec. at 12/6 each.

FOR 7 Mc. 7000 to 7500 kc any spot freq. at 12/6, Ft. 243 holders.

FOR 21 Mc. 5250 to 5250 kc any spot freq., 6/- doz. for 243 holders.

FOR 28 Mc. Any freq. from 7 Mc to 7500 kc any spot freq., 6/- doz. for 243 holders, 7/6.

COMPLETE TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened. 28/.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.

HALLICRAFTER. I.F. transformers, 5.2 Mc. Complete set of 5 including discriminator; for 114 mc, completely in screening cans, 10/- per set.

COMPLETE BAND COIL TURRETS. Basis for Signal generator. 6 coils complete with coupling windings, switched with single pole, six way, five water Vaxley switch. Freq. coverage 100 kc to 20 meg. All coils not in use are shorted. Circuit supplied. Complete in bakelite frame with 4 fixing feet, fin, spindle. Overall dimensions 6 x 4 x 4. Ideal for a 6 band exciter unit, 7/6 each.

INTERFONE AMPLIFIER. Royal Canadian Air Force. A 12v vibrator supply, with 6AG7 rectifier, and 6K6 amplifier, complete with valves and vibrator, in grey creek case, 8.5 x 8 x 5, with Pilot lamp, gain control, fuses, and on-off switch. 20/- each.

HALLICRAFTER. I.F. transformers, 5.2 Mc. Complete set of 5 including discriminator; for 114 mc, completely in screening cans, 10/- per set.

6IN COIL TURRETS. Complete with all valves, condensers, etc., and boxed at 50/-. VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/- 10/- doz. 807 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5-pin 1/-, 10/- doz. Ditto 7-pin 4/- doz. Johnson UX lock-in 4/- Ditto Jumbo 6/-.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Woden 100 watt, 20/-, Met-Vick 800 watt completely screened in separate metal case with knock-out entry, 30/-.

Ex-Admiralty 2 kw 62/ - 21 kw 85/.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.

BENDIX. TA-12c. The well known Tt with four channel Osc. 807 buffer, and pair of 807s in the final, the note of this Tt is equivalent to Xtal and is easily modified to a switched Amateur band. Complete with valves, 27/6.

1155 RECEIVERS. Complete with all valves, condensers, etc., and mounted in air gap, at 5/- each. To Commercial users and others. A complete range available from 2 Mc to 9 Mc in either band. To Commercial users and others. A complete range available from 2 Mc to 9 Mc in either band.

6 Mc Band for 144.

FOR 7 Mc. 7000 to 7500 kc any spot freq. at 12/6, Ft. 243 holders.

FOR 21 Mc. 5250 to 5250 kc any spot freq., 12/6, Ft. 243 holders.

FOR 28 Mc. Any freq. from 7 Mc to 7500 kc any spot freq., 6/- doz. for 243 holders, 7/6.

COMPLETE TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened. 28/.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.

BENDIX. TA-12c. The well known Tt with four channel Osc. 807 buffer, and pair of 807s in the final, the note of this Tt is equivalent to Xtal and is easily modified to a switched Amateur band. Complete with valves, 27/6.

1155 RECEIVERS. Complete with all valves, condensers, etc., and boxed at 50/-. VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/- 10/- doz. 807 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5-pin 1/-, 10/- doz. Ditto 7-pin 4/- doz. Johnson UX lock-in 4/- Ditto Jumbo 6/-.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Woden 100 watt, 20/-, Met-Vick 800 watt completely screened in separate metal case with knock-out entry, 30/-.

Ex-Admiralty 2 kw 62/ - 21 kw 85/.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened. 28/.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.

BENDIX. TA-12c. The well known Tt with four channel Osc. 807 buffer, and pair of 807s in the final, the note of this Tt is equivalent to Xtal and is easily modified to a switched Amateur band. Complete with valves, 27/6.

1155 RECEIVERS. Complete with all valves, condensers, etc., and boxed at 50/-. VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/- 10/- doz. 807 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5-pin 1/-, 10/- doz. Ditto 7-pin 4/- doz. Johnson UX lock-in 4/- Ditto Jumbo 6/-.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Woden 100 watt, 20/-, Met-Vick 800 watt completely screened in separate metal case with knock-out entry, 30/-.

Ex-Admiralty 2 kw 62/ - 21 kw 85/.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened. 28/.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.

BENDIX. TA-12c. The well known Tt with four channel Osc. 807 buffer, and pair of 807s in the final, the note of this Tt is equivalent to Xtal and is easily modified to a switched Amateur band. Complete with valves, 27/6.

1155 RECEIVERS. Complete with all valves, condensers, etc., and boxed at 50/-. VALVE HOLDERS. All ceramic. Octal 1/- 10/- doz. 807 1/3, 12/- doz. British 5-pin 1/-, 10/- doz. Ditto 7-pin 4/- doz. Johnson UX lock-in 4/- Ditto Jumbo 6/-.

AUTO TRANSFORMERS. Woden 100 watt, 20/-, Met-Vick 800 watt completely screened in separate metal case with knock-out entry, 30/-.

Ex-Admiralty 2 kw 62/ - 21 kw 85/.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS. R.C.A., Input 230/50cy Output 10v. etc. for a pair of 813s terminal connections, and completely screened. 28/.

SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. TCC etc., 4nf 2000v, wrk 5 x 3 x 3, 5/-, ditto 4nf + 2nf 2000v, wrk 0.5 x 3.7/6. Kellow 4 + 4 + 4 + 2 = 1 mf 830v, wrk in brown creek case with Dzus lid, condenser detachable from case, 7/6.
THE complexity of the nature of servicing modern Radio Receivers and Transmitting apparatus has increased with the advent of Television. The necessity for being equipped to diagnose and remedy faults with rapidity and certainty calls for the use of accurate instruments specially designed for such work.

A wise choice from the "Avo" series of precision Instruments, representing the accumulated experience of many years by the pioneers of modern multi-range meters, will do much to lighten servicing problems.

For a Free copy of the latest Comprehensive Guide to "Avo" Instruments, pin this coupon to your card or letterheading and post to:

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.
AMERICAN PUBLICATIONS

RADIO HANDBOOK

QST
The leading American monthly on Amateur Radio, established over 30 years ago as the official journal of the American Radio Relay League. Subscribers become associate members automatically. For a year of 12 issues. 36s.

ANTENNA MANUAL
Design and Construction of Aerial of every kind for Radio Amateurs, Engineers and Technicians. (300 pages). Immediate delivery. 27s. Post 1d.

CQ
An independent American magazine for Radio Amateurs. Published monthly. Full of general-interest and sound constructive articles, with special activity sections. CQ is successor to the well known pre-war magazine Radio. For a year of 12 issues. 29s.

RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK

AUDIO ENGINEERING
A monthly of quite unusual value and interest to all concerned with the design, construction and operation of audio equipment of every kind. 12 issues. 29s.

ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Latest edition of the A.R.R.L.'s own publication on Aerial Theory and Installation Written to be of practical value to amateurs and engineers engaged on the design of all types of receiving and transmitting aerials. Immediate delivery. 1s. Post 7d.

POPULAR MECHANICS
America's leading hobbies and handyman's magazine. Monthly 300 pages, many in colour, 125 articles and 500 pictures. Yearly subscription 32s. "Written so you can understand it."

RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK
Winter 1950-51 Edition now being distributed. Giving call signs, names and addresses of amateur stations throughout the world and much useful information for the DX man. The G Section alone lists some 6,500 amateurs, corrected to November, 1950. Immediate delivery. 16s. Post 1d.

HINTS AND KINKS
Useful collection of technical ideas and practical workshop data, with plenty of diagrams, written up in shortened form. Latest edition of a recommended A.R.R.L. publication. Immediate delivery. 11s. Post 5d.


POST WAR COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER MANUAL. Gives essential data on a wider range of modern American ground, air and communications type receivers. (See p. 571 October SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE for fuller details). Immediate delivery. 27s. 6d. Post 10d.

GAGE & POLLARD, Publishers' Agents
49 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

Abbey 5342
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVERS

THE '740'
A first class 8-valve Communications Receiver at a moderate price
Frequency range 30.6 Mc/s to 1.4 Mc/s and 205 to 620 metres
£32 : 10 : 0

THE '750'
A double superheterodyne with excellent signal to noise ratio
Frequency coverage 32 Mc/s to 480 kc/s
£59 : 10 : 0

Supplied through any Eddystone Dealer
STRAITTON & CO. LTD., WEST HEATH, BIRMINGHAM, 31

Lyons Radio Ltd.

OSCILLATOR UNIT TYPE 76. This unit is a simple signal general providing a test signal CW, or MCW, over a frequency range of 98Mc. to 152Mc. Valves employed are 1 each VR66 and VR67 (6J5). H.T. required about 60v. D.C. and LT. 6. or 6.3v. A.C. or D.C. Housed in metal case approx. 9in. cube, containing battery compartments and hinged flap covering controls. In good working order, tested before dispatch. Just what the 2 metre enthusiast has been waiting for, and at a price to suit his pocket. PRICE £2/15/-, carriage 3/6.

RECEIVERS TYPE R3515. Adaptable for reception of television sound or vision, details of which are given in the May issue of Short Wave Listener. Fitted with 10—VR65’s (SP61), I—VR92 (EA50), 5—VR56’s (EF36), 3—VR55’s (EB233), 1—VR54 (EB34), 1—VR53 (EF39), 13 Mc/s I.F. Strip, and a wealth of useful components. In brand new, unused condition and supplied in makers transit case. PRICE £3/17/6, carriage 7/6.

BENDIX TRANSMITTER TYPE T12. For modifying as a 20, 40, and 80 metre transmitter. Externally the transmitters are soiled, but are in good condition internally. Before releasing, the Ministry broke some of the switch wafers and cut some of the wiring, but as modifications are to be carried out, this can be put right and at the same time should present no obstacle to the knowledgeable Ham. VALVES USED ARE, 3—807’s, 4—125K7’s. We can supply these if required brand new at 7/6 and 5/6 each, respectively. PRICE of Tx. less valves £3/10/- or with valves £5/7/6, carriage 6/6.

MODULATOR_UNIT_TYPE_169. Contains 1—VR91, 1—SU4, I—CV67 (Klystron), 1—CV65, 2 Selenium rectifiers, about 330v. max. input for 230v. out at 30MA. Tuning motor, high voltage condenser, etc. built on neat metal chassis and housed in case 18 x 9 x 74 ins., brand new and unused. PRICE £1/9/6, carriage 5/6.

INDICATOR UNITS TYPE 62. These units are fitted with C.R. tube VCR. 97, 16 VR65’s, 2 VR54’s, 2 VR92’s, wire wound pots, switches, condensers, resistors, crystal unit, etc. The whole is built on a metal chassis, and fits into a case 18 x 8½ x 11½ ins. In good condition, and C.R. tube tested before dispatch. PRICE £3/17/6, carriage 7/6.
Get this FREE Book!

"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" reveals how you can become technically qualified at home for a highly paid key appointment in the vast Radio and Television industry. In 178 pages of intensely interesting matter it includes full details of our up-to-the-minute home-study courses in all branches of RADIO AND TELEVISION, I.R.E., City and Guilds, Special Television, Servicing, Sound-film Projection, Short Wave, High Frequency and General Wireless Courses.

We definitely guarantee ‘NO PASS -NO FEE’

If you’re earning less than £12 a week this enlightening book is for you. Write for your copy-to-day. It will be sent FREE and without obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

---

"HANDY-UTILITY"

Electric Drills & Accessories
MADE BY BLACK & DECKER
now available from stock

1" ELECTRIC DRILL. AC/DC 220 or 240v. 4 Keyless chuck, discast housing. £5.10s.

HORIZONTAL STAND for buffing and polishing tools 14/-

BENCH STAND for vertical drilling. 45/-

BUFFING AND POLISHING KIT, including 4in. wire brush, 3in. buff, 3in. grinding wheel, and arbor 17/-

COMPLETE KIT with drill, horizontal stand, all accessories, 13 high speed drills up to 4in., in handsome portable steel case. £10.17.6

Full descriptive leaflet free on request.

All Tax Free and Carriage Paid in U.K.

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD
69-71 CHURCHGATE, LEICESTER

---

Clydesdale
Bargains in Ex-Service Radio and Electronic Equipment

TELEVISION CONSTRUCTION.

Indicator Type 62 .... £3 7 6
Indicator Type 6H .... £3 19 6
R1355 IF/Video Ampl. .... £3 7 6
R3515 IF/AF Ampl. .... £3 7 6
12.25 Mc/s Pyc I.F. Strip (with Values) .... £2 4 6
Chassis Only less Valves .... £2 17 6
R.F. 24 (and R.F. 25) Units, Used .... £1 12 6
VCR-97 Tube .... £1 15 0
3BP1 3 inch Elect. Tube .... £1 2 6

RECEIVERS.

R1155N. Comm. Recv. .... £14 14 0
R1224A 5v. Batt. Rec. .... £5 19 0
Type 6A Receiver .... £2 2 0
P40 V.H.F. Super Rec. .... £3 19 6
A.S.B.S UHF Sup. Rec. .... £4 10 0
W.G.11h 4v. Batt. Rec. .... £1 17 6
R28/ARC-5 10v. VHF Rec. .... £1 17 6

CIRCUITS.

Circuits of Ex. W.D. Equipment and the Viewmaster (London-Birmingham channels) available. Write for List

---

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR.

Walnut Wooden Cabinets .... £1 5 0
Glass Dial for above .... £1 3
Control Knobs .... £2 19 6
W/Change Switch 2W.3P.4W .... £4 3 6
.00015 Mfd. 2 Gang Tuner .... £1 7 6
Loudspeaker Bin, P.M. .... £1 17 6

MISCELLANEOUS.

R1155 DF Loop .... £2 10 0
BC 950—A—40 Mod. Kit .... £1 0 0
465/515 Kcs. Band Pass Filter .... £7 6
BC 625A Pared Stripped Chassis .... £10 0
Hand Driven Generator .... £13 6
Hand Magnetic Compass .... £1 1 0
DLR.1. Headphones with bands .... £7 6
20H/120 M/a 500 ohm. Choke .... £12 6
25H/60 M/a 300 ohm. choke .... £6 6
Carbon Microphone No. 8 .... £7 6

TRANSMITTERS.

T1154 Comm. Transmitter (3 Range) .... £7 18 0
WS-48 Transmitter /Rec. .... £14 10 0
ET-4336 Transmitter with Sp. Ampl. Aerial tested. Complete .... £120 0 0

---

Branches in Scotland, England and Northern Ireland.

CLYDESDALE

Send now for new illustrated lists. Please print Name and Address.

2 BRIDGE STREET
GLASGOW - G.5

SUPPLY CO LTD

'Phone : South 2704/9
Make a better
job of it!

with the

HENLEY
SOLO
ELECTRIC
SOLDERING
IRONS

All the heat is in the bit

Perfect balance for easy handling

All connections housed at end of handle away from the heat

Cord grip secures flexible (prevents twist or pull being transmitted to internal wiring)

Write for Folder Y.10.
W. T. HENLEY’S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.,
51-53 Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

41, Bedminster Down Road,
BRISTOL 3'

BARTON'S

APT4 Valves for use in 18 TX. 5/6 post paid.
18 Transmitter less meter and battery switch, needs coil rewound to suite, then OK. 3/9 post paid.

6-Valve Battery Receivers, complete with 6 popular battery valves for 2 volt operation, covers 20-80 meters approx. Will work straight away when properly connected. 16/- post 1/-.

Paper Condensers, 6 mfd. 1000v working 5 x 4 x 1 jins. approx. 4/6 post paid.

Mains Dropper Resistors for AC-DC sets. 3a 800 ohms. 2/9 post 3d.

1196 Transmitters, crystal controlled, only needs voils wound to suite and crystal. 3/9.

Chokes, 50H. 20mas (carry 60 easily), 4/6.
5H. 40mas midget potted. 2/9. 4-20H. 250mas swinging choke. 10/-.

Varley 300 mas swinging, 11/-. All above by Parmeko.

NIFE Accumulators, brand new 45ah in crates of 10 cells, give a full 12 volts on discharge, £6/10/0 per crate, carr. 7/6.

419.5x629.8

SPARES FOR ET4336B, Etc.

100w Resistors. 3.150k (3). 40k
(Suitable substitute for 31.5k) (1).

2 Screw-in Resistors. 4 Fuses. The kit 55/-. 807 Valves 10/-. 866/866A

JUST ARRIVED.

1155 Receivers. New in Transit Cases. Perfect Condition. Aerial Tested £10/10/0 plus 7/6 carr. Full data 84d. 1155 Power Pack and Output Stage (U50 and KT61) to Wireless World specification in neat black crackle case size 12'' x 8'' x 5'' with 5'' L.S. built in. Just plug into 1155 and set is instantly all A.C. operated without any modifications. Price £6/10/0 plus 3/6 carr.

Enquiries must be accompanied by 2d. stamp.

H.P. RADIO SERVICES LTD
Britain's Leading Radio Mail Order House
Tel.: Aintree 1445. Estd.: 1935
55, COUNTY ROAD, WALTON, LIVERPOOL, 8.
SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS.
R.3915 TELEVISION UNITS. 21 valves with 6-stage 14 m.c. I.F. strip, recommended for ideal T.V. conversion by all experts. Brand new in original wooden cases. £3 10/-.
R.1335 RECEIVERS. Brand new and unused, as specified for Inexpensive Television. £3 5/-.
CONTROL CABLES, 14 ft. with adaptors or B.C.453/4/5. 9 1/2 each. R.A.F. BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Complete, brand new, with motors, gyro gears, blowers, etc., etc. Ideal for model makers, etc. £3 10/- each, plus 1/4.
LUFTRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable from 1in. to 3 1/2in. for use on wood, metal, plastics, etc. 5 1/2.
CONTROL CABLES, 14 ft. with adaptors or B.C.453/4/5. 9 1/2 each.
Rotary Power Units. Type 104. 12v D.C. Input, outputs 250v 65mA, 6.3v, 2.5A, D.C. P.M. rotary on chassis with cover, size 6 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 6 1/4, post paid. Type 87, input 24v, output as Type 104, 5 1/4 post paid.
Mains Transformers. Primary 0-110/210/240v, 80mA, 6.3v 2.5A, 4v 2A, 15/6, post paid. Primary 200/250v 80mA, 6.3v, 2.5A, 6/6, 10/6, post paid.
Smoothering Chokes. 10H, 650mA, 50mA 34lbs. 24/-
8H, 250mA, 50mA 3.6 | 3/6.

G.S.V. (Marine & Commercial) LTD

In spite of cuts in raw material allocations, we are at present still able to reserve a portion of our stocks for the manufacture of aerials for the radio amateur, and our policy of supplying these at prices which represent only a very small margin over cost will continue. Recent sharp increases in metal prices however, have compelled us to make a corresponding increase in the price of all arrays; the following revised nett amateur prices, which include passenger train carriage, are effective from January 1st, 1951. BFD328 28Mcs. 3-element folded dipole £6/5/0.

MINIBEAM. 28 Mcs. 2-element adjustable £6/13/6.
BFD444 145 Mcs. 4-element folded dipole £4/10/0.
BFD344 145 Mcs. 3-element folded dipole £4/0/0.

DUAL ARRAY. 14 and 28 Mcs. 3-element beams mounted on a lattice cradle with desachable outriggers, £3/10/0.

Fully illustrated descriptive literature dealing with each aerial in our comprehensive range of amateur commercial and television arrays is now available, and will be sent upon request.

G.S.V. (Marine & Commercial) LTD

395, HIGH STREET, CHATHAM, KENT.

Telephone CHATHAM 3253/4.
RADIO SUPPLY CO.
J4, Hanover Street, Park Lane, Leeds.

Benson's Better Bargains

TERMS: C.W.O. CARR. PAID OVER 7/6. S.A.E. enquiries please

W. A. BENSON, 308 Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 13

SENSITIVELY
ACCURATE
PULLIN SERIES 100 TEST SET

Sensitivity 10,000 ohms/volt with A.C./D.C. Voltage Multiplier for 2,500v and 5,000v. Volts A.C. and D.C. Range : 10, 25, 100, 250, 500v, Milliamperes D.C. only : 2, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100. Ohms : 0-1,000 and 0-1 megohm. A.C. Current Transformer. Range : 0-25, 0-50, 0-5, 5-0, 25-0, 50-0, 100-0, 250-0, 500-0. We can give early deliveries.

Address all enquiries to :
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD
DEPT. T, ELECTRIN WORKS, WINCHESTER ST., LONDON, W.3. Telephone : ACorn 4651/3 and 4995

Benson's Better Bargains

CERAMIC Tub. Pfs. (N750k) 2.2, 6.8, 10, 12, 15, 27, 33, 39, 47pfs. 5/- doz. CONDENSERS. 32/32mf and 350wv Tub. Card, 2/, (15/- doz.). 16mf. 470wv 2/. 1,000 wv, 05 500wv, 6d. each (5/- doz.). 1.2 5wv 2.5, .01 4wv 1/- BC685 - Chassis 6/6. Collpacks, 3/, 6P6G, 7/6 set. TRANSFORMERS : 280v input, 13v CT, 1A/. 7/6. Farneko, shrouded. 620-620v tapped 75, 250, 350, 400, 500, 600, 300-300 200 ma, 100v 5A, 3A. 7/6 set. 200a, 200ma, 5v 3a. 26.66v, 200ma. RGA. Fully shrouded. Input 190/250v 300-300 200mA 60, 36V. 7/6 set. T.V. 7H 350mA, 10/6; 2011 80mA, 6/6. RF Chokes, 25 pf, 1/-; 250 pf, 6d. each; 1,000 4v. 6/9mcs. 465 VIT. 35, 15/-.

CONV. COAXIAL. Pye, 3/6; Mullard SM Drive, 5/-.

COAX : PYE-Plugs (2) on 1 yd. Co-ax, 1/6; on 20ft. 4/6, 80a, 4/-; 5yds/Sockets, 9d. pr., Double-ended skts, 1/-; "T" skts, 1/3; et; skt/plugs, 1/; Plug on 7ft. 4in. co-ax 1/.

VITREOUS RESISTORS. 35 25w, 30 25w, 400 ohms 20w, 2.2w, 12w, 65w 10k, 9k tap'd 2k, 3k 12w, 30 ohms 30w, 3k 30w, each 1/-; 1k 100w, 2/-. METAL RECTIFIERS : FW. 48, 25w, 2/; 250w, 12v, 20/; 28/; 26v, 80ma, 5/-.

FUSEHOLDERS panel, 1/-; Shildock 5A, 1/3; Ruby indicators, 1/-; Toggle SP 1/-; DP 1/-; DPDT 2/-. Mains (plugs-and-socket plug and socket, 2-pin, 5a, 1/3, miniature 1/-. VAR. CONDENSERS. Hallicrafter 3 gang bandspreads 5/-. Spindled ceramic miniatures, 25 pf, 1/3; 75pf, 2/; 150pf, 2/; 420pf, 2/; 1,000pf, 2/; 2,200pf, 2/; 3,000pf, 2/; 6,000pf, 2/; 10,000pf, 2/.

SPEAKER. 15w, 5/-. 5w, 2/-. 3w, 1/6-

EPICYCLIC D.E., 2/-; 75pf Twin, 3/6; 50pf 1/6; 25pf 3/6; 20pf preset, 1/-. 5p split stator, 2/-. Equicyle drives SM, 1/3.

STENTLY LTD.

TERMS: C.W.O. CARR. PAID OVER 7/6. S.A.E. enquiries please

W. A. BENSON, 308 Rathbone Rd., Liverpool, 13

M E A S U R I N G  I N S T R U M E N T S  ( P U L L I N )  L T D
DEPT. T, ELECTRIN WORKS, WINCHESTER ST., LONDON, W.3. Telephone : ACorn 4651/3 and 4995

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART
OF 253-B PORTOBELLO ROAD, LONDON, W.11
Remember money back guarantee.

Valves. QX7GT, 7 T6; V960 EHT rectifiers, 5Kv 10mA, 7/6; 9001, 9002, 9003, 5/-; 6K7, 7/6; 9F8, 7/6; 6F6, 3/6; 6C8, 807, 514C, 7/6 each; 155-15A, 6/6; 1T4-15S, 7/6. Y63 Tuning Eys, 8/-; 354, 6AGS, 8/6; 6L6, 10/-; 11726, 12/6. All post paid. 6SH7’s better than EF50’s, 4/-.

Selenium Rectifiers. H. W. 250v 60mA, 5/-; 120mA, 7/6; Postage 6d; F.W. 6 or 12v 1A; 8/6; 6 or 12v, 24A, 25/-; Postage 10d.

New and Boxed P.M. Speakers 6in., 13/6 each. 8ins., 18/- each. 10ins. 20/- each, plus 1/2 - postage. New IN34 Crystal Diode Cartridge, 5/3, P.P.

Transformer Div. and other components. Alignment and repair of equipment undertaken. Large stock of transmitting condensers, crystals 866A, 6L6M and many others.

A.R.88D’s, power pack and coils. RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET-4336. Complete in black crackle cases, 17/6. Carriage paid.

New Army Morse Keys, 2/10, post paid.

New 1N34 Crystal Diode Cartridge, 5/3, P.P. Connected to 24 ms cnn, variable tuned with 100-1 geared SM dial. Complete with plug and leads for immediate use. £2.5/-; Post paid.

New Army Morse Keys, 2/10, post paid.

P.C.A. RADIO

HALLICRAFTERS. BC.610 (or HT.48) operating over 2 Mc to 18 Mc and modified for 21 and 25 Mc. Crystal and VFO on all bands complete with speech amplifier, antenna tuning unit, exciter units and coils for all bands, set of x-tals specially made for BC.610 and new valves.

RCA TRANSMITTERS. Type ET-4336. Complete with matched speech amplifier, crystal multiplier and VFO units; Brand new.

A.R.58 D’s, S.27’s, AR.77’s, HRO’s with power pack and coils.

All above items in excellent working condition with new valves, working demonstration on request.

TX VALVES. 803, 805, 807, 813, 814, 861, 866A, 6L8M and many others.

Large stock of transmitting condensers, crystals and other components. Alignment and repair of communication receivers and all other amateur equipment undertaken.

P.C.A. RADIO

YOU CAN RELY ON US FOR BRAND NEW, CLEAN COMPETITIVE COMPONENTS. IMMEDIATE DISPATCH

VALVES
In addition to our large stock we again have a few of the following: 6L6 (Metal), 10L: 6G4, 6L6: 60Sgt, 6L; R205, 10L: R32 (Mullard), 7B/; 774A, 7B: R152, 7B; R33, 10L: 6G8, 7B; 7E34, 6L: R142, 7B; 6AK6, 7B; 6K6, 7B: KT41, 7B: 25350G, 8L: 77, 6L: 7U8, 10L: 7N7, 10L: 7D7, 7B.

TWIN-GANGS
Midget for personals to match 384, DL92, 4/8.

250V at 50mA. New and checked at this rating. 5/6 each.

MIDGET COILPACKS
6"; 10/8; 8", 15/-. Shallow with very small magnet.

LIGHTWEIGHT SPEAKERS
210/240v to 12v 1a. 8/6; Finished in green crackle and of very small dimensions.

SPEAKER TRANSFORMERS

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
1' diam. with core, 7d.; 1' diam. with core, 10d.; 1½' with core, as spec'ed in "Portable Televisors," by Bradley, 9d.

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
Core, as spec'ed In "Portable Televisors," by Bradley, 9d.

1' diam. with core, 7d.; 1' diam. with core, 10d.; 1½' diam. with core, 10d.;

.01mfd AU. tube 11' x 6', 8/6.

Condensers
U78, EF39, 10/-; 6D6, 7/6; N78, 7/6; EL35, 7/6; EL33, 10/-. CL33, 10/-. 8C46, 7/6; 6AK6, 7B; 6K6, 7B; KT41, 7B: 25350G, 8L: 77, 6L: 7U8, 10L: 7N7, 10L: 7D7, 7B.

For Perfect Playing
S. G. BROWN
Precision

SAPPHIRE NEEDLES
The ideal reproducing medium for gramophone records. They give high fidelity reproduction with the minimum wear on the record.

Five types available to suit all types of pick-ups.


The above needle gives a definite improvement in fidelity of reproduction due to its homogeneous nature.

PRICES
Nos. 1-4, 7/-. plus Purchase Tax 3/1. Postage 7d.

Your local dealer can supply.

A "TIP" WORTH TAKING
Send for interesting and instructive Booklet giving advice on the choice of a S. G. Brown precision Sapphire Needle to suit your pick-up. Write Department "S."

S. G. BROWN, LTD.

SHAKESPEARE ST., WATFORD, HERTS.

Telephone: Watford 7241.
R.C.A. TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE

COMMUNICATIONS TRANSMITTERS TYPE ET. 4336

Designed and produced by the Radio Corporation of America, the Type ET.4336 is outstanding in the exceptional quality of construction, versatile operation with rapid band selection and adjustment, and the embodiment of modern advantageous features not generally found together in one equipment.

The transmitter is designed for communications service in the high frequency range of 2,200 to 20,000 kilocycles, and any desired operating frequency within this range may be quickly selected, using ordinary crystals. All controls employed in tuning the transmitter to any frequency within the overall range are mounted upon the front panel. Shift from telegraph to telephone operation is switch controlled, and high speed keying is permissible. Two transmission power levels of 250 or 350 watts are available, however the actual outputs obtained are somewhat in excess of these values at 20 mc/s, and increase with decreasing frequency to values in excess of 300 and 450 watts respectively at 3 mc/s.

GENERAL FEATURES

The complete transmitter is housed in a tall console cabinet, superbly finished, and has a very attractive appearance. Side and rear panels are removable, and electrical interlocks are fitted as a safety feature. Five Meters are employed to read Aerial, Plate and Grid currents, and Filament voltages. A modulation and keying indicator of the vapour column type is mounted on the front panel. The Type MI-19468 Crystal Multiplier, which we supply with the transmitter, slides into an aperture which is normally concealed by a removable panel. When employing this unit, the oscillator stage in the transmitter functions as an intermediate P.A. stage, or frequency multiplier, and whilst employment is optional, transmission over the entire transmitter frequency range, using low frequency crystals, is a distinct operational advantage.

CIRCUITRY

Valves Type 807 are employed in the Crystal Multiplier Unit and the Transmitter Crystal Controlled Oscillator. The Power Amplifier stage utilizes two Valves Type 813 operating in parallel, and the Modulator stage uses two Valves Type 808 operated in a Class B arrangement. Plate and screen voltages for all stages are obtained from a mercury-vapour rectifier comprising four Valves Type 886A, connected in a full-wave parallel circuit. An Antenna Coupling and Matching system is provided, and is so designed to allow the use of various feeder arrangements.

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Type of Modulation ... Class B, high level.
Audio-Input Impedance ... 500 ohms.
Audio-Input Level for 100 per cent Modulation ... 20 vu.
A-F Response ... + 5 db from 400 to 7,500 cycles.
A-F Harmonic Distortion ... 5 per cent. r.m.s.
Power Input:
Telegraph, Low Power ... 1.25 kW.
Telegraph, High Power ... 1.46 kW.
Telephone, 100 per cent. Modulation ... 1.82 kW.
Power Supply Requirements ... 115-230 v., 1 phase, 50-60 cycles.
Regulation (Maximum) ... 5 per cent.

DIMENSIONS

Height, 58ins. Width; 17ins. Depth, 24ins.

WEIGHT

500 lbs.

CONDITION

New and perfect, as 'ex-factory. Our Guarantee and Individual Test Certificate is supplied with each transmitter.

We offer immediate delivery of the above equipment to home and overseas buyers, complete and with all valves, at the exceptionally low price of £45 each.

Full specification and further particulars are promptly available on request.

NEW MODEL VG RADAR PROJECTION INDICATING EQUIPMENT TYPE CG-55AEB.

Designed and produced by General Electric Co., U.S.A. This current equipment performs similar duty to conventional PPI except that pattern is optically projected on to a large flat horizontal plotting screen instead of being observed directly on a cathode ray tube. The complete unit is approx. the size of a desk 33ins. high with viewing screen 24ins. dia. occupying half of top surface. Switched ranges of 4, 10, 20, 80 and 200 miles radius with electronic range marking. The equipment is designed for operation with any radar system, of repetition rates of from 60 to 1,000 per sec., only very limited arrangements are necessary to provide the video, trigger, and synchro inputs. Overall dim, 59 x 34 x 35ins. Weight unpacked 1,000 lbs. Full technical specification of this advanced equipment promptly available to interested concerns.

We hold large stocks of radio and radar equipment, valves and spares, and we invite your enquiries.

LAWRENCE, 61 Byrom Street, Liverpool, 3

Telephone : CENTral 4430

A Guarantee of Satisfaction with everything we sell : Experienced Export Shippers
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THE SHORT WAVE LISTENER ASSOCIATED WITH THIS MAGAZINE IS SPECIALLY FOR THE RECEIVING ENTHUSIAST
GREAT CLEARANCE OFFER OF BRAND NEW AND PERFECT CATHODE RAY TUBES AND VALVES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CV No.</th>
<th>Civil'n No.</th>
<th>Dia. in Inches</th>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Defln. EHT* O.K. for T.V.</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Rail, Pkg. and Insur.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>279</td>
<td>5CP1</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 1450 Expmtl</td>
<td>10/-</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>801</td>
<td>5BP1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 2KV Yes</td>
<td>25/-</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>817</td>
<td>3EP1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 2KV Yes</td>
<td>27/-</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1138</td>
<td>VCR138</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 1200v Yes</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1140</td>
<td>VCR140</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Mag</td>
<td>Mag 4KV Yes</td>
<td>90/-</td>
<td>12/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1384</td>
<td>VCR511</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 4KV Expmtl</td>
<td>40/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1511</td>
<td>VCR516A</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Mag</td>
<td>Mag 5KV No</td>
<td>60/-</td>
<td>10/-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1516</td>
<td>VCR522</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 800v Yes</td>
<td>15/-</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2880</td>
<td>EM14/1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 800v Yes</td>
<td>17/-</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3776</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.25</td>
<td>E.S.</td>
<td>E.S. 4KV Expmtl</td>
<td>20/-</td>
<td>2/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition we offer the following tubes (for one month only) at the ridiculous price of 5/- each (preferably to callers only as packing carriage and insurance amounts to 7/6). Types available, ACR1, ACR2, ACR2X, ACR8, ACR13.


VCR 97 C/R Tubes. Have slight cut-off making them unsuitable for T.V use otherwise perfect. 10/- each, Base 2/6 plus 5/- Carriage, Packing and Insurance.

Transmitting and Special Purpose Valves. Special Offer. Types 8012, 830B, 878, 705A, 843, 1825, 1616, 4C27, 703A, EL266. Any of the above 5/- each.

Output Triodes Type DET 5. An excellent Replacement for PX25 10/- each. 75/- per doz. Type P27/500, practically identical with the PX25A 10/- each. 75/- per dozen.

UHF Triodes. Type 7193 1/6 each. 12/- per dozen. Type E1148 1/6 each. 12/- per dozen. Type CV52 4/6 each.

Bayonet Base (Side contact) Frequency Changers. CV 1123 (EF8) (VR125) 6.3v. 5/- each. 36/- per dozen.

Miniature Valves CV 3830 (XH 1.5) 2/6 each. 20/- per dozen. 9002, 9003 3/6 each.

1-Kilowatt Pentodes Type 861. 20/- (callers only).

Bayonet Base (Side Contact) Output Valves Type CV1124 (MSPEN) 4V 7-Pin Base. 5/- each, 36/- per dozen.

Thyatrons Type CV 1141. 6/6 each, 50/- per dozen. Type CV 22 20/- each.

25 watt Pentodes Type PT 25H. 4v 400v. 3/- each, 24/- per dozen.

ARP 3 Valves (9D2) 13v. .2A HF Pentodes 3/- each. 24/- per dozen.
Progress

This issue completes our fifth post-war year—and during that long period since early 1946 there can be no doubt that Amateur Radio has made great strides.

This progress is measured both technically and by the increased—and still steadily increasing—number of newcomers to our ranks, whether as listeners or on the air as transmitters. And there are hundreds more preparing themselves for the licence examinations.

Technically, progress has been equally steady, and a comparison between methods and equipments used in March 1946 and February 1951 shows some remarkable changes. In the field of VHF, it can be said that amateur progress has been truly remarkable, and we of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE are glad to have been able to make some contribution in this respect.

It is not our intention here to forecast the future, nor even to discuss it, except to say that it will remain the function of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE to mirror the progress of Amateur Radio and to play our due part in furthering and developing the art.

AUSTIN FORSYTH, G6FO
CRYSTAL
CONTROLLED
VHF CONVERTER

Using Twin Triodes
and Tuned IF

By M. D. MASON (G6VX)

THE converter to be described was originally designed for the front end of a small portable 2-metre receiver. It has been used for the reception of the Midland TV, and as part of the IF on a 70 cm receiver.

At one time or another, everyone must have felt like tearing the receiving equipment apart due to the utter loneliness that occasionally prevails on the VHF bands. But comparison tests have shown that this converter, when fed into a suitable communication receiver, has sufficient gain coupled with low noise-factor to give one confidence that if there is anything to be heard it will be heard. To work the VHF bands successfully experience has proved that equipment must be absolutely dependable and possess the highest possible stability—but it need not, perhaps, be the last word in super-sensitivity.

In these days, the usable sensitivity is controlled by the receiving site, and not by any limitation in receiver design. If the greater part of the noise is produced with the aerial connected, there is not much that can be done. A 16-element beam coupled to the converter described, working into an Eddystone S. 640 satisfies the argument at this location. Incidentally, the standard converter used for comparison tests consists of two grounded-grid ECC91 RF stages, 6AK5 triode mixer and 6J6 oscillator. The only noticeable difference is a small advance of the RF gain on the 640 for the same listening conditions.

Description
There are no outstanding design features or special precautions to take for those wishing to make a similar unit. The mechanical construction is simplicity itself. The chassis is made of 12 gauge brass and measures 6 ins. x 2 ins. x 2 ins. A partition is soldered in across the RF/mixer socket placed 14 ins. from one end. The oscillator is
mounted 1½ ins. from the opposite end. The RF socket is positioned to allow the screen to pass between pins 5 and 6, 9 and 1. The aerial comes into one side of the RF section, the IF output is situated on the opposite side, about the middle of the chassis, and the power input is a little farther along at the end. The IF output coil is mounted on top of the chassis between the two valves. The shield can is made from the case of a dud electrolytic condenser, one inch diameter, but the length is cut down to ½ in.; two lugs are left for mounting and a ½ in. hole drilled in the top for tuning. The Neosid coil formers used for L5 and L6 are mounted on small 4 in. x 3/16 in. paxolin pillars tapped for 8 BA screws. The RF anode choke is mounted vertically in the mixer compartment, next to pin 9. In the same way, a short lead goes from pin 9 through the partition to one of the heater chokes situated on the RF input side of the unit. The cold ends of the mixer and input coils, together with the two 2-8 µF trimmers, are soldered directly to the chassis.

The input circuit was chosen to allow reasonable coupling to a balanced 300-ohm feeder. Should a coaxial feeder be preferred, it could connect directly to the cathode tap, but some kind of shunt inductance must be kept in circuit to prevent IF break-through. Good RF chokes should be used and the figures given are just about optimum for a good choke at 145 mc.

The IF output coupling circuit is very useful if wide band-width is necessary, and is similar to the familiar Collins' coupler. The input capacity is made up by the mixer anode and 3 ins. of screened lead going to the IF output coil. The variable inductance is L5, and the output capacity is supplied by 3 feet of 8-ohm coaxial cable. The tuning is very flat, but should be peaked at the centre of the IF tuning range, i.e., 10 mc in this case. The IF tuning range could be anywhere between 7

Table of Values

### Crystal Controlled Two-Metre Converter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1, C8</td>
<td>2-8 µF trimmers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2, C3, C6</td>
<td>500 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4, C10</td>
<td>25 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5, C11</td>
<td>750 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>100 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>10 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C12, C13</td>
<td>0.01 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>100 ohms, 1⁄4 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2, R3, R4</td>
<td>1,500 ohms, 1⁄4 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5, R7, R8</td>
<td>4,700 ohms, 1⁄4 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>47,000 ohms, 1⁄4 watt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC1, 2, 3</td>
<td>21 turns 26 SWG DCC on ½-in. former, slipped off and doped.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFC4</td>
<td>1.5 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>4 turns 22 SWG P.V.C. interwound at cold end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>5 turns tinned copper, 16 SWG, 7/16-in. i.d. by ½-in. tapped at 1½ t.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3</td>
<td>4 turns as above, 3/16-in. i.d. by ½-in. long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L4</td>
<td>3 turns as above 3/16-in. i.d. by ½-in. long, spaced 3/16-in. from L3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L5</td>
<td>40 turns 40 SWG enam. pile wound on ½-in. former.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L6</td>
<td>17 turns 26 SWG DCC tapped at 1½ turns, ½-in. former.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>7500 kc crystal, excited at 22.5 mc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V1</td>
<td>12AT7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V2</td>
<td>12AT7, or 6J6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Circuit of the crystal-controlled two-metre converter designed by G6VX. V1, V2, are 12AT7's, high-mu twin triodes with heaters arranged for either series or parallel connection.
and 30 mc provided suitable crystals are available.

It is a great mistake to take the IF any lower than 8 mc with this kind of open construction. The oscillator comes too close to the RF tuning range and as there is little or no pre-selection, and screening is non-existent, a large unwanted voltage can be present on the RF input stage so that some valves will become biassed, possibly to cut-off, thus producing an actual loss between the aerial and mixer.

A useful guide to determine the lowest safe intermediate frequency to use is to divide the signal input frequency by twenty.

Setting Up

In this converter the crystal is made to oscillate very near to 22.5 mc (it should be exactly 22.5). The sixth harmonic amplifier is tuned to 135 mc, about one half-turn of C5 from maximum capacity; the mixer coil is adjusted for maximum signal at 145 mc by opening or closing the turns. The RF input is tuned to 145 mc; this must be done on a received signal with the aerial connected because a slight increase in noise level as the trimmer is rotated is not necessarily the correct setting. The trimmer C2 should be two turns from maximum capacity.

The last important check is to open up the cathode of the mixer and adjust the tuning of C8 and the coupling of L4 and L3 so that the cathode current is about 2.5 mA; this should drop to around 1.4 mA if the crystal is removed, and the HT must be 150 volts for these readings. The converter can be operated successfully with an HT of 150 to 250 volts, and the filaments may be wired for 6v. or 12v. operation if two 12AT7’s are chosen; total HT consumption with 150 v. HT is 20 mA. RFC4 and C12 are only included to filter out IF pick-up that may come from the power supply leads.

For those who do not fancy a crystal controlled converter a very simple change will produce an extremely stable tunable version. Remove the crystal holder and complete this circuit by a 20-40 μF ceramic condenser. With one end plate connected to the chassis, mount a suitable tuning condenser that has a swing from a minimum capacity of 5 to a maximum of 10 μF.

The IF need not be altered, but an improvement in selectivity is possible by adding 50 μF to the mixer anode and removing about 20 turns from L5. Take away R5 and C7, and wind about 6 turns of 30 gauge silk covered around the cold end of L5. This coil will then serve as a low impedance output link.

Keep in Touch—Read the Magazine regularly
SCREEN GRID KEYING METHODS

Practical Discussion
Circuits and Values

By J. N. WALKER (G5JU)

ALTHOUGH many may not agree, in the writer's opinion the best all-round system of keying a transmitter is to break the HT supply to the screen grid of one or more valves. The current across the key can be kept small; and by suitable arrangement and choice of component values, a key-click filter action can be automatically introduced, without the necessity of adding the conventional type of key-click filter. It is particularly desirable to eliminate the iron-cored choke commonly used in such a filter. Whilst this choke limits the rate of current rise on "make," the spark it creates on "break" is, in practice, difficult to damp out fully. It is noticeable that, when a signal with key-clicks is heard, the interference on "break" is more often than not much worse than on "make."

There is more to screen-grid keying than just inserting the key where one thinks fit and leaving it at that, and the purpose of this article is to discuss certain points which may have caused difficulty or been overlooked.

Point of Insertion of Key

It is impossible to lay down hard and fast rules about the point of insertion, as much will depend on the number of stages in the transmitter, on whether or not break-in operation is desired, and so on.

If the primary oscillator—VFO or crystal—is on a frequency well removed from the final transmitter frequency, there should be no need to key this stage, unless trouble is experienced from what should only be a weak residual heterodyne note when working break-in. Although many claims have been made for complete stability, when the primary oscillator is keyed, this method does not lend itself to the production of a signal with a real T9 tone.

If the transmitter has only two stages—oscillator and output—it will be well to carry out tests, first with the key placed in the screen-grid feed to the first stage and then to the second stage, presuming the latter is not a high power one.

Keying the second stage is good, but the third stage is even better—if there is a third stage. There is then adequate buffer action between the keyed stage and the primary oscillator, and keying should have little or no effect on the fundamental frequency.

Obtaining Complete Cut-off

When keying the screen supply, difficulty is often experienced in obtaining complete cut-off—the transmitter continues to radiate a weak signal. This effect is particularly noticeable with beam tetrode valves such as the 807 and KT8, and is due in part to the fact that the drive is still on the control grid when the key is up.

In the first place, the screen-grid should not be left floating, as would be the case if the circuit in Fig. 1 were employed. Almost certainly the valve would continue to pass on appreciable amount of anode current and the output would be measurable. An improvement results when the resistor R4 is added, as shown in Fig. 2, the potential of the screen grid then being tied to the chassis (key up). However, to obtain complete cessation of anode current, the screen potential must be made definitely negative—not necessarily to chassis but to the cathode of the valve; this is the point which counts.

If a negative bias supply is available, the circuit in Fig. 3 can be used, R4 being returned to the negative rail instead of to chassis. Providing the rail potential does not exceed, say, 20 or 25 volts, it will not greatly affect the operation of the valve (key down), but, if necessary, R3 (Fig. 2) can be reduced in
value to compensate. Should the rail potential be greater than 25 volts, a potentiometer system should be used, R4 being connected to the junction of two resistors, the latter being in series across the bias supply. The actual value of R4 is bound up with other considerations, which are dealt with later.

If no separate negative supply is incorporated, the circuit given in Fig. 4 is effective. R1 is the usual cathode resistor, the potential drop across which is increased by passing through it a small current from the HT line, via R6. Giving values of 100,000 ohms to R6 and 2,000 ohms to R1, and assuming 300 volts HT, a bias of about six volts is developed across R1 (key up) and is applied, in a negative direction, to the screen grid through R4. With most valves, the result will be complete cut-off of anode current. (Individual cases may call for variation in the values of R1 and R6 to give a different bias voltage.)

In a really obstinate case, such as may occur when very heavy drive is being applied to the control grid, the remedy is to key the screen grids of two valves simultaneously, using a circuit similar to that shown in Fig. 5. In this case, drive to the second valve is automatically greatly reduced when the key is up and the circuit is guaranteed to be absolutely effective. Also, the values of R1(1) and R1(2) can be lower than in a single valve keying circuit.

But there is one drawback to this method. The value of R1 has been made considerably higher than the normal safety value and, when the key is down, the voltage drop across R1 will be increased accordingly. For example, if the total valve current is 20 mA, the drop across R1 will be 46 volts. In the majority of cases, this will be of little account, since the system is only intended to apply to the smaller
class of valve as generally found in the early stages of a transmitter. Often the HT voltage is too high, and some is purposely lost in an anode resistor (R7 in Fig. 4). As R1 now fulfills this function, R7 can be reduced in value to, say, 200 or 250 ohms, being retained only for its decoupling action.

Control Grid Bias

The employment of a higher-than-normal value for the cathode resistor has repercussions on the control grid bias. If the latter has previously been adjusted for optimum for the class of service, returning the grid resistor R5 to chassis will result in too high a bias being applied to the valve. However, the operating conditions of most valves are elastic and, in a frequency multiplying stage, often the additional bias will not reduce the output; in fact, the efficiency may well increase, probably at some slight saving in anode current.

Returning R5 to the chassis has the advantage that negative bias (derived from R1) is applied to both screen and control grids (key up), thus aiding cut-off.

There are two stages where high bias is not required or desirable. One is a crystal oscillator, in which the self-biasing action of the grid leak should not be disturbed. (Exceptionally, a valve will follow keying better if a small amount of cathode bias is used.) Therefore, when it is proposed to key the crystal oscillator (usually essential with "break-in" working), the grid resistor should be returned to cathode, as in Fig. 6. This method of connection is correct also in any stage where the cathode bias is not to be applied to the control grid.

The second case in mind is that of a buffer stage following a VFO. Such a stage should operate under Class-A conditions, using normal cathode resistor bias, and the circuit shown in Fig. 7 is suitable. The cathode resistor is split into two parts, with the grid leak R5 returned to the junction. R1 (a) is of a value to give normal bias for Class-A operation, whilst R1 (b) will be considerably greater, to provide additional negative bias on the screen grid when the key is up.

Keying Characteristics

Fig. 2 has been drawn in a special way to illustrate another point. This is
the moment and attention directed to R3, R4 and C3, which, incidentally, can be mounted in any convenient position, not necessarily near the valve. When the key is pressed, the voltage on the screen reaches a final value determined by the ratio of R3 to R4, allowing also for the resistance of the screen-grid-cathode path inside the valve. This value is not acquired instantly, but builds up gradually. The rate of rise would be exponential if C3 were a pure capacity, but matters are complicated by the presence of R4 and of screen current. As the condenser charges up, so the current drain increases. One is reminded of the old mathematical problem of the water tank, with so many gallons going in, a lesser quantity being simultaneously drawn off, the answer required being the length of time required to fill the tank. The present problem is a good deal more complicated because the pressure and quantity going in and coming out are varying and bear a definite relationship one to the other. Fortunately, these complications do not affect the issue to any extent and can well be left out of the discussion.

The time of building-up, then, is dependent on the time constant of R3 and C3 (by definition, the time constant is the time taken for the voltage across a condenser, in series with an impedance, to build up to 63% of the applied voltage). The value of R3 is usually fixed to give the correct screen potential, but C3 can be varied over wide limits.

When the key is released, the charge held by C3 decays exponentially according to the time constant of C3 and R4 (the latter again being taken to include the effective valve resistance).

**Keying Analysis**

It now becomes necessary to arrive at the proper rate of rise and fall, so that actual component values can be determined. To answer this question, the times occupied by various signals must be analysed.

The length of a dot can be taken as a standard time unit, and working on normal intervals between characters, the space between a dot and a dash in any one character will also occupy one time unit. A dash takes three, and the spacing between letters takes three. On this basis, an average word of five or six letters will be found to contain roughly fifty time units. Taking a keying speed of twelve words per minute, one word occupies approximately five seconds and a single time unit is 100 milliseconds. A dot therefore lasts for 100 milliseconds and a dash 300 milliseconds. Fig 8 has been drawn to represent one dot and a reasonable allowance for the rise of the signal (and also the fall) is 10 milliseconds. The dotted curve in Fig 8 applies.

If the rate of rise and fall is overdone, a curve like the chain-dotted one in Fig 8 results. It is seen that maximum amplitude on dots is maintained for only a relatively short time. Although the effect will not be so serious on dashes, the overall result will be an appreciable loss of intelligibility, particularly if the signals are weak.

The length of the standard time unit depends on the speed of keying and, at thirty words a minute, it becomes about

![Fig. 7.](image-url)  
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33 milliseconds. The 10 millisecond delay shown in Fig. 8 then becomes useless, since maximum amplitude is only maintained for 13 milliseconds.

Therefore, the selection of circuit constants depends on the operator's normal sending speed. If the speed is relatively low, the keying characters can be made smooth and clean by incorporating a slow rate of rise and fall. If sending is fast, there is no option but to increase the rate of rise and fall. In most instances, the speed of keying necessarily varies over wide limits to suit the circumstances applying during any one contact, and thus it is desirable to be in a position to alter the keying lag. This is easily done by fitting a Yaxley switch and several fixed condensers, instead of the single C3 shown in the circuit diagrams.

**Circuit Values**

The following values of R3 and C3 give a 10 millisecond time constant:

- 100,000 ohms and 0.1 µF
- 50,000 ohms and 0.2 µF
- 25,000 ohms and 0.5 µF
- 10,000 ohms and 1 µF

Looked at another way, if R3 is fixed at 50,000 ohms the following values of C3 give the time constants shown:

- 0.2 µF 10 milliseconds
- 0.1 µF 5
- 0.05 µF 2.5 millisecond

If the value of R3 is halved, the values of capacity shown should be doubled to give the same time constant, and vice versa. It is therefore an easy matter to arrive at suitable values of capacity to be controlled by the switch and, in most cases, condensers of 0.5, 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 µF will be satisfactory.

It will be seen that the effect of C2 only becomes of account when the series screen fed resistor R3 is of comparatively high value—100,000 ohms or more. It is, perhaps, wise to include C2(1) and C2(2) in the calculations when the circuit shown in Fig. 5 is used, if condensers of larger capacity than .002 µF are being employed in these positions.

**Rate of Decay**

It is in order if the rate of decay of the signal is equal to, or faster than, the rate of rise. If R4 is made equal to R3, these conditions are satisfied. In actual fact, the rate of decay will be faster because there is no retarding effect as occurred during the build-up. What must be avoided is an unduly slow rate of fall, which adds a tail to the signal and makes it difficult to copy.

It is important to note that a key-click filter of the usual type will modify the operation of the circuits previously discussed, and it is not intended, nor is it necessary, that any such filter be used. In particular, the insertion of an AF choke will alter the performance completely and probably render signals quite unintelligible!

**Oscilloscope Tests**

For the experimentally-minded or for those who may not be convinced on the effectiveness of the circuits described, an hour spent making tests in conjunction with an oscilloscope can be most informative. The 'scope need not be of an elaborate type— all that is required is a fairly slow-running time base and an amplitude control for the input signal.

The input is taken from the screen grid of the keyed valve and, since under some circumstances the voltage surge may be considerable, a 0.1 µF condenser of high voltage rating should be interposed, irrespective of whether or not a condenser is already in series with the input terminal of the oscilloscope.

On pressing and releasing the key, the trace on the 'scope will show a transient kick up or down to a degree depending on the circuit constants, and the amplitude control should be adjusted so that the peak of the kick comes conveniently within the screen limits. The test should first be made with the present keying system and, in nine cases out of ten, the kick on "break" will be found much more severe than on "make," especially where an AF choke is in use as part of the filter system. The benefit obtained with a circuit of the Fig. 4 type is immediately obvious on the 'scope, and the correct combination of components values can easily be determined. When correct, the trace on the screen will show only small transient voltages as the key is pressed and released. The user can then be sure that he will cause the minimum of interference, both to other amateurs, to broadcast listeners and to television viewers. It should be remembered that, in many cases, TVI is caused by direct shock excitation, and smooth clickless keying will often remove most if not all of the interference.
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WHERE ARE WE ALL?

Distribution of the Amateur Population

By J. D. HEYS, F.R.G.S. (G3BDQ)

DEMOGRAPHY is the science of community study, and is based upon available statistics. Although usually applied in discussing mortality, marriage, or disease, demographical studies prove useful in many other fields.

Recognising that in some domestic circles, at least, the “Ham Bug” is regarded as a disease, some such study of our British amateur population is probably justified—and may be of interest and practical value.

The greatest difficulty in preparing a useful amateur distribution map is, of course, the lack of accurate official statistics. No doubt the authorities could furnish the latter, but at present such information is not available to the general public. Though realising its obvious limitations, the writer decided to use the second-best source, the Radio Amateur Call Book. Most of the active types ensure that they are in the Call Book, and it is they in whom we are interested.

Figures for the area and total population of counties were obtained easily enough in the reference room of the local Public Library—but it should be borne in mind that the last official census was taken in 1931! When one realises that Buckinghamshire, our most amateur-conscious county, has only thirty licensed operators per 100,000 of its total population, it is evident that population changes since 1931 will have little effect upon results.

Methods Used

These all-too-frequent, long wet evenings, when every band seems dead, were ideal for the task of sorting out the G section of the Call Book into counties. After this, the production of units suitable for map representation was largely a matter of simple arithmetic. Maps are essential in the presentation of the data, as the overall distribution cannot be ascertained from number lists and tables. Two maps were produced: one showing the density of amateur population per 100 square miles, and a second representing our numbers per 100,000 of total population.

Use of the Data

Each map has a specific function. The first is of greatest direct interest to the amateur. It tells us from where we may reasonably expect the greatest number of QSO’s, and should also be useful to VHF operators with rotary beams. Of course, statistics can be very misleading and one must assume that the same proportional interest is shown in VHF work throughout Britain before the map can have any meaning. Nevertheless, one feels that this is, in fact, true, for most amateur groups have their share of VHF, DX and experimentally-minded types in the same proportions.

An interesting feature of the first map is that it shows zones of heavy local QRM. London and the Home Counties certainly take the lead in this respect!

The second map, which deals with amateurs in relation to county populations, shows the distribution of interest in our hobby. Interpretation of this map is difficult. Why, for instance, is there such a high degree of Amateur Radio-consciousness in Buckinghamshire, Cambridgeshire and Selkirk? The answers to this question remain to be solved. This second map could be useful to club promoters, and also to retailers of components and amateur gear.

Although a set of maps made up on...
It is, however, hoped that readers will find practical use for these admittedly far-from-ideal studies, e.g., in the siting of portable stations in VHF tests, or in whipping up enthusiasm in apathetic districts.

EXPERIMENTS WITH SLOPING AERIALS

Overcoming Lack of Space

By F. D. CRAWLEY (G2GM)

It is surprising how few references are to be found in the various Amateur Radio handbooks on the subject of sloping aerials, for there must be many amateurs who, like the writer, are unable for one reason or another to erect a horizontal aerial. However, experiments carried out here over the past four years have proved sloping aerials to be efficient radiators, with interesting directive patterns, and they are certainly well worth a trial. How many stations, not using beams, can claim S7 reports from LU, KZ5, KH6, KG6, and VK6, using the same aerial? Yet this has been achieved on 14 mc with a sloping wire.

The text books, in very brief references to the subject, inform their readers that a sloping aerial (which our American friends call a 'tilted wire') combines horizontal polarization with vertical polarization, resulting in an asymmetrical directive pattern. This is to a large extent borne out by practice, as will be seen by an examination of the radiation pattern sketched herewith, which is based solely on results actually obtained on the air.

Site Layout

The house accommodating G2GM is built on the side of a hill, and it is so constructed that while the front door is level with the road, the back door is on a floor below. The garden falls away still lower! The radio room is at the back of the house, on the same level as the front door. Under these conditions, at first the aerial was slung between an upstairs bedroom window and a clothes post in the garden, the angle between the wire and the ground being about 65 degrees. Results were quite encouraging, but always there was the feeling that better could be done. (This feeling is, of course, general in amateur stations!)

Then one day a Post Office van arrived, and a modern miracle occurred in the shape of a telephone pole, which was duly erected at the bottom of the garden. Not a tall one—the top is no higher than the window of the shack—but a very attractive pole all the same.

It was over a year before permission was obtained to support one end of the aerial from this pole, giving additional height at the far end of about 20 feet, and reducing the angle between the wire and the ground to about 45 degrees. Incidentally, the Post Office authorities at first refused to allow their pole to be used for this purpose, but after a second application, the decision was reversed.
and sanction was given, subject to about 10 conditions, all of which are quite reasonable in their way. Moral: If at first you don’t succeed . . . . !

Aerial Experiments

Many different types of aerials have been tried, with a view to obtaining the most satisfactory degree of impedance matching at the point of feed. It was assumed that the impedance of the top of a half-wave sloping wire would be different from that of a horizontal wire, due to the proximity of the house at one end, and the ground at the other. It was soon found that although an ordinary dipole with 70-ohm feeder line worked quite well, it was not possible to achieve full loading, on coupling the aerial to the final stage of the transmitter. A length of 300-ohm line was then tried, with slight fanning at the centre, with little improvement. Next, a delta match system was tried, using open wire feeders, and this has proved to be the most satisfactory of all the systems tested, giving the results on which the diagram of the approximate radiation pattern is based, as shown here.

Other systems which were tried, and found to be not particularly efficient, included a folded dipole consisting entirely of 300-ohm line; a 3-wire folded dipole with open wire feeders; and a form of “8JK” mounted on two long wooden poles supported from bedroom windows at the house end, and between clothes posts at the garden end. The conclusion reached was that these more complicated systems were more difficult to match than single wires, and in the case of the “8JK” in particular, it is understood that this type of aerial is found to work satisfactorily only when the elements are mounted in a horizontal plane.

Sloping Fixed Beam

With the sloping delta match aerial serving as a reliable stand-by, a sloping 3-element fixed beam is now being tested. The lengths of the three wires were cut from the formula given in the ARRL Handbook, the radiator being 33ft. 6ins. long, the director 32ft. 6ins., and the reflector 35ft. 8ins. The spacing between radiator and director is 0.1 wavelength, with 0.15 wavelength between radiator and reflector, these figures working out at 7ft. and 10ft. 6ins. respectively.

The only way in which such an array could be erected in this cramped location was to fix one end of the radiator and director wires, suitably spaced, on to a pole about 8ft. long, which was then hoisted out of one bedroom window, where it was anchored to the frame, with the end jutting out along the wall. The top end of the reflector wire was fastened to the far end of the other bedroom window frame, which happened to be just about the correct spacing, although this is not critical in the case of the reflector. The lower ends of the three wires were mounted on a stay wire stretched as tightly as possible between two clothes posts.

A “T” match is used at the radiator, which loads up very well indeed. A delta match was tried, but had to be given up, as there was no room for the delta in the cramped space. Various other types of radiator were tried, and it was particularly noticeable that while according to theory, the radiator in a system containing two parasitic elements should consist of three wires of similar diameter when fed with 70-ohm line, 5 wires with 300-ohm line, and 8 wires with open-wire feeders, in practice none of these multi-wire creations worked as well as a single wire, although when hoisted they certainly looked attractive! It was also found impossible to load up fully when using either 70-ohm or 300-ohm feeder systems.

![Fig. 1. The familiar radiation pattern of a half-wave dipole.](image-url)
Fig. 2. With the wire sloping 45° to the ground, G2GM estimates the pattern to be as shown in this sketch.

Results

The whole array slopes from the ground at an angle of about 65 degrees, and as the back of the house faces North, all gain should be to the East. So far, contacts with UA6, VS7, VS2, and VK5 have been obtained, and none in any other direction, which is quite encouraging.

Thus it can be said with confidence that sloping wires are at least as efficient as horizontal single wires, with the advantage of additional gain in the direction of the slope. They are certainly well worth a trial by anyone who is short of space.

The disadvantage is that there is a complete lack of radiation off the high end (against the direction of the slope). Open wire feed systems produce the best results.

---

INTERFERENCE SUPPRESSION ON TV RECEIVERS

Picture interference is a serious problem on many TV receivers, and much attention is now being given to the design of suitable suppression circuits—the analogy being the noise limiter in a traffic receiver. The December issue of our Short Wave Listener & Television Review goes into this as a practical problem, and several suppressor circuits are discussed in detail. Copies can be obtained (1s. 7d. post free) of the Circulation Manager, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

XTAL XCHANGE

On this occasion, an unusual number of offerings—and just as we were beginning to wonder whether it would be worth continuing this feature in the new volume. Insertions in this space are free, but can be accepted in respect of exchanges of crystals only; notices should be set out on separate slips in the form shown below, headed "XTAL Xchange—Free Insertion," and all negotiations between interested parties conducted direct.

G2FVD, 108A Tudor Drive, Morden Park, Surrey.
Has QCC 7010, 7067, 7323 and 8092 kc crystals, with certificates. Wants frequencies between 8047 and 8070 kc.
Has QCC Type P5 7358 kc crystal, certificated. Wants 1000 kc bar.
G3DFS, 20 Oakwood Road, Sutton Coldfield, Wars.
Has 3980, 6450, 7225, 7640 and 7766 kc crystals ¼-in. mounting; and 8180, 8410 and 8910 kc, ¼-in. spacing. Wants any frequency 7600-7125 or 3685-3800 kc, either mounting.
G3DO, 25 Pilkington Avenue, Sutton Coldfield, Wars.
Has 1790 kc crystal and 100/1000 kc bar. Wants frequencies 1840-1950 kc.
G3DVH, Theashcroft, Dunstable, Beds.
Has Bliley 7118 kc crystal, ¼-in. mounting. Wants any frequency in 160-metre band.
G3FKH, 42 Cressing Road, Witham, Essex.
Has new QCC P4 3516 kc crystal, with certificate; also Bliley 3586, 7051 and FT4 7106 and 7273 kc crystals. Wants 100, 500 or 1000 kc calibrated bar in exchange any two.
G3GKG, Oaklands House, Stamford Road, Lees, Oldham, Lancs.
Has silvered 500 kc crystal in FT-241-A holder, ¼-in. mounting. Wants 500 kc bar, ¼-in. pin spacing, in British type holder.
G3GRA, 31 Byng Road, Barnet, Herts.
Has 1806 and 7266 kc crystals, ¼-in. mounting; and 8001, 8075 and 8100 kc type FT243 with ¼-in. pin spacing. Wants frequencies 3500-3500 and 8038-8047 kc, and 1000 kc bar, any mounting.
G3HEC, 270 Spotland Road, Rochdale, Lancs.
Has 5340, 6030 and 6040 kc crystals in FT243 holders; also 6000, 6010 and 8000 kc with ¼-in. pin spacing. Wants frequencies 1450-1480 or 1720-1750 kc any mounting, and 500 kc bar.
G3UV, 35 Crownest Road, Bingley, Yorks.
Has 8087 kc crystal, FT243 mounting, certificated. Wants any frequency 8011-8022 kc, similar mounting.
G6DZ, 6 Chesilton Road, Fulham, London, S.W.6.
Has 3518 kc crystal, ¼-in. pin spacing; also 7130, 7140, 7170, 7220 and 7700 kc, all ¼-in. mounting. Wants 8000 and 7000 kc crystals, any pin spacing.
G8UN, 15 Leach Street, Prestwich, Manchester.
Has Brookes 7200 kc crystal, certificated. Wants mounted 1000 kc bar.
SWL, 3 Park Avenue, Hill Top, Wilmslow, Cheshire.
Has 6010 kc crystals in ¼-in. and ¼-in. mountings. Wants frequencies 6016-6081 kc, and anything in 3.5 and 7 mc bands.
This business of DX reporting is a lot more difficult, these days. Ten letters come in saying that conditions were uniformly punk on a particular band, and then the eleventh gives proof of having polished off quite a lot of unusual DX on that same band. The whole month has been extremely patchy, although the emphasis has been on the LF bands, where there has been something doing all the time.

For the first time in over four years we can practically write off 28 mc. Broadly speaking, no one even mentions it any more! And it seems that 14 mc is fast going the same way. Just how much worse we shall have it, before things get better, remains to be seen. We are not sticking our necks out with any personal opinions on that one.

The Top-Band Transatlantics

The Top-Band tests—first leg—seem about the most exciting topic of conversation for the present. The morning of January 14 found practically everyone on the job, although conditions, unfortunately, didn’t co-operate. But we have to start the story from a fortnight earlier.

On December 31 at 0445 GMT, G6BQ (Gravesend) called CQ DX. Back came VE1EA (349, peaking 459), and they were in contact until 0527 GMT. 'BQ’s signals were 449, QSB to 229.
black sheep showed up above 1800 kc, and they were speedily told what the others thought of them. In any case, it was an utter waste of time on their part, because the W and VE stations were only listening below 1800 kc. Taking it by and large, we simply can't agree that operating behaviour was not good; in fact, things appeared to go very well indeed.

The hero of the other side was, of course, W1BB, who kept on banging through in every single five-minute period. He worked GW3ZV, G2PL and EK1AO, but couldn't make anything of the other signals. 'BB heard, and came back to, a "G3S ??" who was almost certainly G3SU: the signals were just below noise over there and so he missed the boat. Hard luck!

Apart from W1BB, the following DX stations were heard: VE1EA, VE3AAZ, W1EFN, W1PLO, W2CDH, W2ESO, W2UKS, W3FNF and W3LLI. A goodly bag. W3AAA on phone was reported by one or two people who seemed a little doubtful about him. The great majority were not listening for phone and would probably have missed him anyway, so quite possibly he was genuine.

The Successful Stations

Honours for this side undoubtedly go to GW3ZV, who put up an amazing show and worked W1BB, W1EFN, W2ESO, W2PTV, W2UKS, W3LLI, VE1EA and VE3AAZ. W1BB gave GW3ZV RST 119/579. 'ZV spent 18 on aerial wire and finished putting up his Vee-beam at midnight, five hours before the test began. He was naturally overjoyed to find it worked so well, not having a clue until people began coming back to him. This giant among beams has three full waves on each leg—work out the amount of wire for yourselves!

The only other G who was, called or worked at all during the first Test on January 14 was G2PL, but we haven't heard from him and cannot say what he was using in the way of rhombics. At W1BB he was RST 119/469. No one else on this side produced a signal above noise level.

Our thanks are due to the following for their logs and comments on the affair of January 14: G2AMV, 2DPQ, 2HKU, 2YS, 3DIY, 3PU, 4OU, 4XF, 5MR, 6LB, 8PX, 8LYW, GM2HJK, GW3ZV, N. C. Smith (Petts Wood), G. C. Allen (Thornton Heath) and R. H. Jeakings (Luton). Of course, by the time you read this, the January 28 tests will be over; we fervently hope that conditions were better and that lots more G's will have got across. W1BB says, 'Tell

Last summer G8GD (Sutton, Surrey) visited Cagliari, the capital of Sardinia, and there met IS1BV (left) and IS1EH; this photograph was taken at the station of IS1EH, who operates mainly on 14 mc. G8GD pays a high tribute to the kindness and hospitality of the IS's during his short stay of four days.
the boys not to get discouraged—we are going to pull a lot more of them through."

A second airmail from WtBB reports that he was on for the supplementary test period 2200-0200 on the night January 20-21, but heard no G’s. However, he did work HC1JW at 0030, who was on 1785 kc with 3½ kilowatts! And HC1JW will be observing the remainder of the test schedule; but as he has chosen to bat for us, he comes up during the European calling periods. Another interesting item is that KV4AA, Virgin Is., will be on 1995 kc throughout the February Tests, though we are not quite certain which schedule he will be following; but it is almost certain that his intention is to try to work us. Loran noise may make his signals difficult to read, on that frequency. HZ1KE also writes to say he will be on the Top Band during February, and that he is already hearing man’s G’s. During the January 14 session, though actually around 0400 before the majority of operators were on, HZ1KE worked EKI1AO and VE1EA, hearing G3GRF and G5JL.

So there is a fine tale of 1.7 mc DX, mainly inspired by these Top Band Tests of ours, with a promise of much interesting activity during February.

A few other comments, apart from the Transatlantics: G6LB (Chelmsford) worked TA3FAS on 1820 kc at 1845 GMT on January 10. ‘LB says that dozens of G’s called the TA on his own frequency, and were ignored. Some of these DX stations are learning the answers at last!

G3NT (Northallerton) asks for a list of countries known to be using the Top Band. We can’t vouch for its completeness, but the following are known: G, GC, GD, GI, GM, GW, EI, HA, OK, OZ, JA3U, UR2, ZB1, EK, HZ, VE, W, KV4. DL2’s, unfortunately, have just had their Top Band licences cancelled; it is not yet known whether this applies also to DL4’s. One or two HB9’s appear with a special licence from time to time, and rumour has it that there may be a ZB2 about. Also there’s our friend PY7WS, about whom the buzz is going round. So that seems to make a total of about 20 countries as “possible,” even if only just!

G3NT also asks if we have yet decided to produce a “Worked All English Counties” Certificate for the band. The answer, as yet, is No. G3COI (Wolverhampton) was told by TA3FAS that he will be on 1815 kc most nights, looking for G’s between 1800 and 2200 GMT.

DX on Forty Metres

For some time we have been alluding to the possibility of working W6’s “the long way round” at about 1500 GMT on the 7 mc band. Early in January G3RI (Hexham) was heard busily knocking off W6DFY and others, so we ploughed in and were surprised to contact W6DFY (four times), W6EBG, 6FSJ, 6GAL, 6MHF, 6OEG, 7OY and 7VY in the course of a few days. At the same time, G6OB was called by VK’s and ZL’s. What is so surprising is that these DX stations never seem to hear any other Europeans at all. Probably the truth is that you need a ground-plane or a very long wire to get there. The W6’s were peaking RST 560/579 at times, but even so were very difficult to copy through the shrieks, groans, growls, grunts, clicks, chirps, creaks and all the multifarious rude noises that pass for signals on 7 mc. Some of them, we confess, might have been either phone or CW — we just didn’t know. Fortunately they nearly all ‘creep,’ so they don’t jam out the W6’s for long at a time. (We are not

### Four Band Marathon (Starting January 1, 1951)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Total Points</th>
<th>3.5 mc</th>
<th>7 mc</th>
<th>14 mc</th>
<th>28 mc</th>
<th>Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G3ABG</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G5FA</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6OB</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3ATU</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2AVP</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G8IP</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3GUM</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6AT</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2BW</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3COI</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2YS</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** You may join in at any time, but all scores reported must date back not more than two months, i.e. you cannot suddenly appear at the top of the list in November or December next. Once you have made your first appearance, scores should be reported progressively, month by month.
XE2KW, Monterrey, Mexico, runs a kilowatt on Ten and Twenty with a pair of 810’s in the PA, modulated by push-pull 810’s. Aerials are 3-element beams for both bands, and receivers a Collins 75A and an HRO.

referring, in the main, to G stations, most of whose notes, on 7 mc at least, are beyond reproach...but there are exceptions.)

G2AVP (Thaxted) worked 42 countries on the band between January 1 and 14; his best were ZS, LU, VP4, VP6, CR5, FQ8, VS6, T1, YV and HK. In addition, he heard CE, HC, VE8, PJ5, ZS3, CR7 and VP8. Nice going for 7 mc, we should say?

G5FA (London, N.11), during the same period, worked 36 countries, including several of the Russian districts, Corsica, Trieste and other awkward ones. (We find some of these European countries are the ones that make this Marathon business difficult; much harder to induce some of them to reply to you than to work real DX).

G3ATU (Roker) has received W6OA the long way round more than once, and the remarkable thing is that he heard this same chap a year ago under the same circumstances; he is the only one found by ‘ATU. 7 mc has come in for most of the DX at G3ATU, who says it’s a better band than 14 mc “if you can stand the QRM.”

G3ABG (Cannock) appears to be King of the Band at the moment, with 50 countries already this year. He obviously didn’t waste time, since January 1 produced KV4, W6, KP4, VP4 and VP5. He has heard a lot of nice ones, too, such as YV, LU, ZD4, ZS, CE, VP1, HK, FF, FQ, VS7, VP8 and the like. What a band it is!

G8IP (Hampton) worked W6KRI at 0920 GMT, and heard a W6 by the long path one afternoon, but hasn’t yet worked them that way.

Eighty Metres

There’s not really much news about 3.5 mc—the band seems to be suffering an eclipse in favour of Top Band and Forty—but we extract a few news items from letters.

W2QHH (Hamilton, N.Y.) made what is believed to be the first W/ZB2 contact on the band when he worked ZB2I—so that means a credit mark at both ends.

G6QX (Hornchurch) worked OX1FU on the band, but suspects him of being not quite...He adds that VE1HG and W2AIS are good signals at 2300 GMT. G3ABG raised TA3FAS for a new one, and already has a very nice score of 17...G3ATU has heard VP5AL around 0100 GMT, but usually in contact with W’s. He apparently goes on 7 mc when he wants to work Europe.

We have a suspicion that G6GM and a few of the diehards are still busily working ZL’s every morning on Eighty,
but they haven’t told us so. We really must get up some time and see . . .

News From Overseas

HZ1KE (Taif, Saudi Arabia) says that he too has put up a W6SAI ground plane for Forty, and has worked a string of DX stations on it, including ZL, PK4, WE and W7; Ken will be on 7 mc regularly now at about 1500 GMT, and reports SU1AS (the first SU to be officially licensed post-war) as also on Forty. Other items from HZ1KE are that HZ1AF is in Mecca, HZ1AB is active again, and that HZ1KE himself can be heard as MP4KW—and he has a new Eddystone 750 on the Rx side.

A month or so back we said we wouldn’t believe that anyone had worked Afghanistan until we saw a card—and even then it had better be properly printed one! The operator’s signature was not known to the real VS2AF; the QTH was given as Singapore, which was VS1; and the real VS2AF had never heard, or heard of, a station using his call. So, as he says, you never know—even if they do produce a card. Incidentally, VS2AA, as he now is, is also ex-VS1AA, who has gone down to fame in connection with a variation of the Windom aerial. All VS2AA’s gear, logs, cards and so on went to the Japs in 1942; but he is now active again and hopes to work G’s.

YS2AT (East London) is on the air once more, still looking for Zone 19. He did a caravans trek of 3,000 miles up to Rhodesia, but returned quickly when he found that if he settled there he would have to start all over again for WAZ.

YI3BZL is ex-G3BZL, and is usually found around 14022 kc. He will be glad to arrange skeds with any G’s who want a YI contact. VP2GG (Grenada) sends a message to the effect that he does not want International Reply Coupons with QSL’s.

MS4FM is no more, having returned to G; he is on the air from Bletchley with the call G3HAX. Before he left Mogadishu, MS4CIB had started up on 14 mc. 'HAX returned by air from Nairobi and found that he was sharing a seat with SM6ET.

KV4AAT will be in operation from the Virgin Is. during February, all bands from 28 mc to 3.5 mc with 150 watts CW and phone. As before, the operator is G3AAT, to whom all QSL’s and correspondence should be addressed.

G3GUK (Tunbridge Wells) is leaving the U.K. for Aden, where he hopes to be wielding a VS9 call very soon. ZB1CH (Rabat, Malta) reports that ZB1AK, rBE, rIH and rKQ are now all QRT. rICH has been having a bit of trouble with his aerial on the hotel roof; first it pulled a cowl off the cook’s chimney and ruined a lot of food, and then it got mixed up with the clothes lines and dumped a lot of rainment on the deck! Despite all this, he is still alive.

VS7DB (Negombo) tells us that Ceylon is losing VS7BI and 7KR, both returning to the U.K. 7DB is relatively new to it, but operates on 7 and 14 mc and hopes to be on 28 mc some time.

Eric Trebilcock writes again from Williamstown, Australia, with a budget of interesting news. He says there
never has been a genuine VK1JM, and that VK9MR was never in the Admiralty Islands, but at Madang, New Guinea. VK1RF has just started up on Macquarie Island, both phone and CW on 14 mc. Eric, who has been content to remain an SWL for goodness knows how many years, says he mailed 958 receiving reports during 1950. (And when he sends them, they’re good—we know!)

VS2CQ (Kuala Lumpur) is just on the point of departure and will one day be heard on the air again as G2NR. He tells us that an SWL out there often logs G’s nattering away to each other on 3.5 mc, quite ignorant of the fact that they are being copied nicely in VS2. He has a big grouse about G’s on 80-metre phone who don’t identify themselves properly. This strikes us as real DX—VS2 on 80-metre phone. Think of it!

DX Miscellany

We certainly didn’t think the day would ever come when 14 mc DX didn’t merit a heading of its own! But such activity as there has been on the band is more a matter for stray comments than one of DX achievements, so this month poor old Twenty joins the “miscellaneous patter.”

G3COI mentions the strange prefix “FKS,” having worked FKS8AR in Vienna. These chaps are genuine, but, of course, don’t count as an extra score, or anything like that. GM2DBX (Methilhill) raised KP4, KS4 and EL for new ones on phone, and heard KG4AT several times. He asks whether it is worth mentioning that if a QSL card is sent in an unsealed envelope, the “words of greeting” confined to five, and no message written thereon, the postage all over the world is one penny if it is marked “Printed Matter.”

G5YV (Leeds) asks us to amend his WAZ listing to 205 countries, and he thus joins the select few who are over the double-century mark. He is not on much these days, as he wastes a lot of time watching TV! G6AT (Hampton Hill) raised SU1UU and Corsica on 14 mc, plus TA3FAS on 7 mc, and—best “DX feat” of all—an SM on 28 mc! He asks how to get a card out of CN8 or EK; funny thing, but we have had both without any chasing at all. ‘AT, however, has an DU card, which is something of a rarity by any standard.

G6AH (Seven Kings) makes some interesting remarks about signals arriving via the long path on 14 mc. He has recently heard PK, VS6 and KG6 from the south-west, and a JA coming simultaneously from both directions (with the “echo” stronger than the signal). There is a lot of this sort of thing going on at times, but only those with really discriminating beams are wise to it; G6AH’s is a “reversible H-R (Heath-Robinson).” “AH also reminds us that VK3NC has now made DXCC with 6 watts input from batteries; but he does live on a farm where Vee-beams and rhombics are practicable.

G3GUM (Formby) just missed his Century by December 31, but plods on. He still builds his own receivers, though he does admit to getting his variable condensers ready-made of late. He popped up on 3.5 mc and worked his first W’s; says “Isn’t it easy? They come back to CQ’s!” Then he poses a sticky one: TA3FAS is at the U.S. Embassy, Ankara; if this is so, he is on U.S. territory and should count as just another W—no?

G2BW (Walton-on-Thames) is an Old Timer who has become active again and has joined the ranks in the Four-Band Marathon. He hopes to be going on QRO next month and will doubtless swell the scores.

A big meeting at Bad Homburg last September launched the DARC (German Amateur Radio Society) with DL1FK, left above, as president and DL7AA as contest manager. The DARC is organised into 13 districts, each with an elected manager.
Four-Band Marathon

Talking of this, a few words of pained surprise concerning the quite considerable number of runners who sent in their score with a "Zero" in the 28 mc column. How can you possibly enter a Four-Band listing when you only have a Three-Band score? This has reduced the entries for the table quite a little—but let's have some more entries this month. After all, even if you are a month late in starting, you still have a very good chance of catching up—those who were away to a flying start will find things very sticky a bit later in the year.

GW8SC (Chepstow), who is ex-VQ4SC and ZC6JK, asks us to state that if anyone lacks a QSL from either station, he will send one on request—if the log checks; this applies to the period 1947-50.

G2WW (Penzance) worked quite a lot of DX on 14 mc, such as CR6AK, ZS3M, EA8 and EA9, VP5AK and 5AL, OX3BD, YV5AB, VK6OR and our old friend ZCIAL, who is on again.

QRP Corner

G6ZN (Horbury) reminds us that in last month's survey of the past five years we did not mention the effect upon the QRP man. 'ZN says that before the war his favourite band was 7 mc, and once, during the ARRL DX Contest, he worked 30 W's in an hour, using 3 watts and a crystal! He doesn't imagine that that will ever be repeated.

Surprisingly, 'ZN finds that he works a lot more stations now than he did before the war—probably the liking for short QSO's accounts for this. But he says, "One has to use a lot more craft and cunning these days—150-watt stations take a good deal more dodging than 10-watters did."

New ones recently added to G6ZN's score are CT, SP, LX and YO, on 3.5 mc; also KP4 on 7 mc. On the Top Band he has worked HA5BK/1 and OK1AWA, and also has all the cards for WAEC.

G2BTO (Bolton) tried a small rig during his summer holiday, and has been quite converted to QRP, using only this 5-watt portable for Top Band and 3.5 mc operation. He has made several successful QSO's with 1 watt or less—on phone as well as CW. 'BTO rightly says that far too many have a fixed idea that only brute force will get through. Finally, he remarks about his SWL friend near John o' Groats, who has heard all the following on Top Band CW: UA1AA, 31S, 3RLA, 4FC, OK1AJB, 1AW, 1AWA, 1VW, 3HS, HA5BK, El9J, and also UA3IS and 4FC on phone.

Ethics And All That

The little prelude to last month's Commentary has brought forth quite a number of letters. G3GUM remarks: "One thing I would add is that much of the worst behaviour—VFO swishing, tuning PA, calling CQ without listening on the frequency, and so on—is a direct breach of the licence conditions." True, and so it's not just bad manners— it's law-breaking!

Referring to 3A2AB's remarks about snappy operating, 'GUM says he deliberately tried to avoid a rubber-stamp QSO, as he didn't want the Monaco station to think that all he was interested in was the card. He asks: "Is it the call-sign that matters, or the man behind it?" Think it over.

We have collected a nice fat bunch of letters, now, on this very subject, and they are being summarised in a general article on Ethics, Behaviour and All That, which will appear in the near future. Included among the letters are long screeds, almost amounting to articles on their own, from the operators of 3A2AB and VP6CDI, both of whom put their own points of view very strongly.

The only conclusion we can come to is that it is just the time that we got together and adopted, universally, two kinds of CQ call. One would mean "I want a QSO and don't much care with whom, so long as he can read and write," and the other would mean "I want a quick one with a new country—rubber-stamp preferred."

After all, there are times when all of us want quick ones (during Contests, for example), and there are also times when the most rabid DX-chaser would like to stop and talk. But it will all sort itself out without the need for any more complicated sets of rules.

Thought For To-Day

Two stations on consecutive QSO's came back to us with the remarks, "Tks dope" and "Tks vy om." We are not sure whether we like being called either a dope or a very old man. But let it pass!

That's about the lot for now, but, for next month, please let us have some
more entries for the Four-Band Marathon. There will be plenty of Top-Band news flying around, too, and the Contest season is hard upon us. Let us hope that our friend "Cndx" realises this, too. Closing date is just about when you read this. First Post on February 14. Next month we shall be in the same sort of rush, with a closing date of March 14, so please bear it in mind. Address everything to DX Commentary, Short Wave Magazine, 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1. So, until then, 73, Good Hunting, and may you hear all that you work.

FIRST CLASS OPERATORS’ CLUB

The success of the annual Club dinners held in London has prompted several members living at a distance to ask if a similar FOC gathering could be arranged at a more convenient centre, additionally to the annual event in Town. This is a request which it is hoped to be able to meet, as it would enable many more members to make personal contact. The matter is being considered and an announcement will appear in a Circular Letter in the near future.

Membership

This continues to increase and the January C/L (No. 42) contained a complete list of new members, and amendments made since the last printed roll was issued in August, 1950. As there are many changes, members are asked to bring their master list up-to-date from the details in C/L 42. If anyone has not had a copy of this it can be obtained on application to either Honorary Secretary.

Members who have not yet paid their annual subscription (2s.) or the charge for the personal copy service of the Circular Letters (3s. per annum, where applicable) are asked to remit these amounts as soon as may be; they fell due on January 1.

Activity Notes

As this column is being written, news is coming in of certain FOC members who are knocking off the DX both on Eighty and the Top Band—at least one member has worked a W on 1.7 mc. These and other doings will be reported in the February C/L. In the realm of QRP, G6ZN’s patience and unremitting zeal have again won him laurels.

The final (1950) Four-Band DX listing which appeared in the January, 1951, issue of Short Wave Magazine shows that the first three places are taken by FOC members—and, indeed, of the total number of operators listed in that table, more than one-third are members of the Club.

Logs are still coming in for the Club’s own DX Contest, so the results cannot yet be announced; they will be published in the earliest possible C/L after the contest has been judged.

Election Notice

In accordance with the Rules of the Club, the following are declared elected to the active membership list of the First Class Operators’ Club:

D. D. Paine, VK3FH (Frankston, Victoria); A. J. Munro, G3GBB (Henlow); J. K. Ormerod, G3CXA (Arnside); J. Hogg, G2OG (Dudley); R. Neve, PA4PN (Middlesbury); P. A. Tremaine, G8PB (Cambridge); Mrs. J. E. Catt, G8PS/2 (Kings Langley); R. A. Harding, G6AKU (St. Ives, Hunts.); E. Banks, G6CZNC (Jersey, C.I.); H. Waldvogel, HB9HT (Zurich); S. Sjoberg, SM4ALB (Charlottenberg); and J. Gunmar, SM5AQW (Uppsala).

All communications respecting the First Class Operators’ Club should be addressed direct to: Capt. A. M. H. Fergus, G2ZC, 89 West Street, Farnham, Surrey. (Tel.: Farnham, Surrey, 6067).

The Short Wave Magazine covers the whole field of Amateur Radio.
REMOTE OPERATING SYSTEM

With Motor-Controlled VFO Drive

By W. E. PHILPOTT (G4LC)

RECENT articles on remote control suggest that the system in use at G4LC may be of interest to others in similar circumstances.

The old radio room having had to be evacuated some time ago in favour of a growing member of the family, all the gear was shifted up into the roof space, where the amount of room was restricted and apt to be uncomfortable in winter; the latter condition started a train of thought as to the possibility of remote control from two floors down, where the fire and an armchair appeared to be the ideal operating position.

This was facilitated somewhat by the fact that, when taking over the house, a distribution system for BC reception was installed at four points, for which a 4-core lead-covered cable was put in; one end of this terminated at the proposed operating position, with the BC Rx and a cabinet with turntable, pick-up and amplifier.

After convincing the XYL that nothing unsightly in the way of wires and odds and ends of gear other than the communications Rx (a converted R1155) would be added to the equipment already in the corner, plans were put in hand, and after some thought and much drawing of diagrams, the system described below was evolved.

General Layout

The transmitter consists of a 145 oscillator, 6L6 B/D and 807 PA. Two 6L6's in P/P plate-screen modulate the 807, this portion of the gear all being up in the roof. The gramophone amplifier downstairs was modified to take an additional input from the microphone transformer, and an additional output via two 0.1 μF condensers to feed the grids of the P/P 6L6's upstairs.

A control box was built, the panel having two DPDT switches (one with a normal centre position for tuning), two SP switches, a 7-pin A.M. socket and terminal points inside for the leads, together with the microphone battery and transformer, and a relay.

There are few of us who have not, at one time or another, had ideas about operating from a chair by the sitting-room fire, with the gear out of the way upstairs. Line control of a transmitter for single-frequency working is easy enough, but there are obvious difficulties with VFO drive. This article describes a system of remote control which will be of great interest to those concerned with that problem.—Editor.

A 12v DC mains unit was also made up and put in the bottom of the cabinet. Two of the four control wires available had to be reserved for the connections from preamplifier to modulator, so this left two leads and earth (lead casing) over which to:

- Switch on the Tx for either phone or CW, putting in or out the modulator stage as required.
- Key the Tx when using CW.
- Tune the VFO over a narrow band.

Part of the switching was taken care of by supplying power to the radio room via a mains power lead removed from the main fuse board and connected through a 5 amp. fuse and switch to an extension of a power point downstairs. This, when switched on, lights all heaters and supplies HT to the VFO, also to another 12v DC mains unit upstairs.

Control System

Two GPO-type relays were used upstairs for switching the Tx for phone or CW, the contacts being rearranged to make the necessary changes. These relays were selected over one line and earth by feeding them through a separate metal rectifier each, one reversed to the other, so that the DPDT switch could change over the polarity of the supply and actuate the relay required. The phone-control relay circuit is, however, interrupted by taking it to the "push-to-talk" switch on the microphone, so that when switched, nothing happens until the mike switch is pressed. Across this circuit also is a relay in the control box which completes the microphone battery circuit and breaks the screen supply in the receiver. The two SP switches on the box also allow independent control of these latter functions, and a send-receive switch on the Rx can be used to duplicate it also.

A five-way lead terminates in an octal plug, which goes into a corresponding socket at the terminal point of the lead-covered cable, and a four-way lead with
plug is taken into a socket on the Rx, making all neat and tidy.

**VFO Tuning Control**

So much—for the switching arrangements—now for the tuning. The 145 oscillator has a lock-knob on a rod screwed into the centre of the main tuning knob; this was used to carry a 3-in. Meccano pulley, after drilling the boss out to fit, and mounting two felt pads on the back, so that when the lock-
knob was screwed home the friction of the pads caused the main knob to turn with the pulley. This pulley had a drop arm attached to it, connected at the lower end by a double strip to a Meccano coupling threaded on a length of screwed rod driven by gearing from a 12v motor; the armature was supplied with current from the upper mains unit, but the motor field was energised from the lower mains unit via the second DPDT switch, thus obtaining control of the direction of rotation.

The current for the armature is taken to a pair of contacts at each end of the screwed rod, so that when the coupling almost reaches the end of its limit of travel it opens the contact and stops the motor. Each contact goes to an additional contact opposite each end of the armature of a polarised relay, which completes the circuit to the motor; the relay or armature is connected so that when the circuit is broken at one end of the travel, reversal of the current to the motor field reverses the polarised relay and completes the circuit for the motor to drive back again—the same thing, of course, happening at the other extreme position. This arrangement prevents jamming of the drive. The VFO relay is switched on at the same time and the beat can be heard in the receiver, enabling the VFO to be spotted on to another station's transmission or tuned to a quiet spot in the band, if any!

Preliminary setting of the VFO is achieved by slacking off the lock-knob so that the pads on the pulley do not grip the main knob; the VFO main control can then be set as desired and the lock-knob again tightened.

Keying is carried out over both lines without the earth as shown, an additional contact being fitted to the locating key of the 7-pin A.M. plug used for the key; the connections allow muting of the Rx by the back contact, thus giving break-in working.

No adjustment of the other tuning circuits of the Tx seems necessary, and the 40-metre aerial is left permanently on the transmitter, the ordinary BC aerial being used on the receiver.

The system functions very satisfactorily and is well worth the time and trouble spent in working it out and putting it into use. It is the writer's hope that these ideas may give other operators, who have a cold and draughty shack away from the fireside, comfortable winter QSO's.

---

CALIBRATION
CHECKS ON TWO METRES

Using the BC-221

By R. Rew (G3HAZ)

The BC-221 is an extremely versatile instrument, and can be used not only for its original purpose of accurate frequency measurement on the LF bands, but also, as this article shows, for VHF calibration as well.—Editor.

The writer recently came to the conclusion that it was high time a frequency meter suitable for the lower frequency bands occupied a permanent place on the operating table. It was soon found that a BC-221 was a very useful acquisition, and one wondered how it had been possible to manage without it for so many years!

However, quite a large proportion of the time at this station is spent on the VHF bands, and with, it must be

admitted, no great expectations, the BC-221 output terminal was connected to the 2-metre converter aerial coil. With the converter set to approximately 145 mc, the BC-221 dial was slowly rotated. A number of beats were heard and a check on three adjacent ones showed them to be the 38th, 39th, and 40th harmonics of the BC-221 oscillator fundamental.

The Possibilities

It was soon decided that, with careful setting up of the BC-221, it should be possible to calibrate quite accurately a 2-metre receiver, and it also seemed feasible to read the frequencies of 2-metre stations to plus or minus 2 kc. Furthermore, by using the 40th harmonic of the oscillator, it was only necessary to add a further nought to the figure in the 3rd column of the BC-221 chart to read off the 2-metre frequency directly in kc. It was also found that, in addition to the given frequency check point with its own crystal standard as provided on the BC-221 chart, two strong beats occurred at 3600 and 3625 kc with a weaker note at 3650 kc, corresponding to 144, 145 and 146 mc respectively.
These provide excellent markers for the 2-metre band and also a means of finally touching-up the BC-221 to be exactly "spot on" over the narrow range of frequencies required for calibration.

**Setting up the BC-221**

In order to obtain accurate results, the first essential is that the internal crystal standard of the BC-221 be set at exactly 1 mc, for it is its 144th and 146th harmonics that will determine how accurate the final results are on 2 metres. This is preferably done by utilising the 25, 30 or 35 mc transmissions of WWV, these frequencies generally being less susceptible to interference than the lower-frequency calibration signals. Also, using one of these frequencies means that any crystal error is multiplied 25, 30 or 35 times.

The time to make use of VVVVV is during warming-up period before making any adjustments and should then be switched to the "Xtal only" position and the name plate on the front panel removed, exposing the slotted head of the crystal oscillator trimmer. Sufficient signal from the BC-221 is then injected into the receiver input terminals to add a further 50 per cent. to the S-meter reading obtained on WWV. The crystal trimmer should then be adjusted to bring the audio beat down to zero, the final setting being made by watching the S-meter for a very slow swing. The writer then prefers to "thump" the BC-221 in order to check for any instability in the crystal, crystal oscillator valve or associated circuits. Any such instability will, of course, no longer result in a zero beat with WWV, and should be investigated before proceeding further. These adjustments are also equally applicable for accurate use of the BC-221 on the lower frequencies.

**Calibrating the 2-Metre Receiver**

After a warming-up period of quarter to half-an-hour, the BC-221 should be checked against its own internal crystal standard, using the check frequency given at the bottom of the chart covering 3600-3650 kc. First of all, the centre of the 2-metre band, at 145 mc, should be found on the receiver, as follows:—

Set the BC-221 to 3625 kc with switch in "Het. Osc." position, and couple its output terminal fairly tightly to the receiver input coil. With BFO on, the receiver should now be tuned around the expected 145 mc position, when a beat should be heard. If the receiver is correctly tuned for 145 mc, this beat is the 40th harmonic of 3625 kc. To check that this is so, leave the receiver alone and tune the BC-221 above and below 3625 kc for the first-heard new beats. These should occur at 3717.9 kc and 3536.6 kc, corresponding to the 39th and 41st harmonics of these frequencies on 145 mc. If these frequencies are not obtained, a glance at the accompanying table may help to indicate which harmonic of the BC-221's 3625 kc signal was picked out in the first instance. Suitable corrections can be made and the above procedure repeated until the 145 mc calibration point has been centred on the receiver dial.

The BC-221 should now be checked against its own internal crystal at 3600, 3625 and 3650 kc, using the previously mentioned check points and, if necessary, the corrector condenser should be touched-up to bring the calibration "spot on." The receiver can now have a calibration table drawn up if its dial reading is checked off against, say, every 2 kc change of BC-221 fundamental, corresponding to 80 kc intervals on Two. A graph of ample accuracy can be drawn from the calibration table. The writer now has the habit of switching on the BC-221 at the same time as the 2-metre converter, and logs the frequencies of all stations heard by zero beating the BC-221 with their carriers. A little mental calculation is usually necessary, due to the fact that on this particular BC-221, 2.3 divisions on the main dial correspond to 1 kc at the fundamental; hence, 0.1 of a division corresponds to about 7.75 kc at 145 mc. If it was only 2.0 divisions per kc calculations would be much simplified!

Assuming the BC-221 has been set up

**CHECK POINT DATA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Receiver Tuned to</th>
<th>Corresponding Harmonic</th>
<th>Lower Beat</th>
<th>Higher Beat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>134-125 mc</td>
<td>37th</td>
<td>3529.6 kc</td>
<td>3725.7 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137-750 mc</td>
<td>38th</td>
<td>3521.1 kc</td>
<td>3723.0 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141-375 mc</td>
<td>39th</td>
<td>3534.4 kc</td>
<td>3730.4 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>145-600 mc</td>
<td>40th</td>
<td>3536.6 kc</td>
<td>3731.9 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>148-625 mc</td>
<td>41st</td>
<td>3538.7 kc</td>
<td>3731.6 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152-250 mc</td>
<td>42nd</td>
<td>3540.7 kc</td>
<td>3713.4 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>155-875 mc</td>
<td>43rd</td>
<td>3542.6 kc</td>
<td>3711.3 kc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic</th>
<th>Beat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>145.000 mc</td>
<td>1364.88 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>141.375 mc</td>
<td>1360.41 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137.750 mc</td>
<td>1355.68 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134.125 mc</td>
<td>1351.03 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130.765 mc</td>
<td>1346.22 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>127.455 mc</td>
<td>1341.26 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124.165 mc</td>
<td>1336.19 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120.895 mc</td>
<td>1331.02 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117.645 mc</td>
<td>1325.75 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114.395 mc</td>
<td>1320.47 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111.165 mc</td>
<td>1315.10 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107.945 mc</td>
<td>1309.73 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.715 mc</td>
<td>1304.35 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.485 mc</td>
<td>1298.98 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.255 mc</td>
<td>1293.60 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.995 mc</td>
<td>1288.23 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.725 mc</td>
<td>1282.85 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.455 mc</td>
<td>1277.47 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.185 mc</td>
<td>1272.09 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.915 mc</td>
<td>1266.71 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.645 mc</td>
<td>1261.33 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.375 mc</td>
<td>1255.95 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.105 mc</td>
<td>1250.57 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.835 mc</td>
<td>1245.18 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.565 mc</td>
<td>1239.80 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.295 mc</td>
<td>1234.42 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.025 mc</td>
<td>1229.03 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.755 mc</td>
<td>1223.65 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.485 mc</td>
<td>1218.26 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.215 mc</td>
<td>1212.88 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.945 mc</td>
<td>1207.49 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.675 mc</td>
<td>1202.10 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39.405 mc</td>
<td>1196.71 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.135 mc</td>
<td>1191.33 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.865 mc</td>
<td>1185.94 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.595 mc</td>
<td>1180.55 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.325 mc</td>
<td>1175.16 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.055 mc</td>
<td>1169.78 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.785 mc</td>
<td>1164.39 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.515 mc</td>
<td>1158.99 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.245 mc</td>
<td>1153.58 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.975 mc</td>
<td>1148.19 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.705 mc</td>
<td>1142.78 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.435 mc</td>
<td>1137.36 kc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.165 mc</td>
<td>1131.95 kc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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as suggested, the writer considers that, with careful use, it is possible to assess frequencies to plus or minus 1 kc at 2 metres—an accuracy of better than 15 parts in one million, which is quite good going by anybody’s standard!

Finally, one or two other points worthy of mention. If the BC-221 is operated from a mains power pack, the HT line should be stabilised; a VR150 fits the bill very nicely. It is also a good idea, especially if the BC-221 is left on for long periods, to provide a ¼-in. asbestos heat baffle fixed to the top of the battery compartment. And if you fail to find any BC-221 beats on your 2-metre receiver, then it’s time you gave it the once-over, because you won’t hear the GUX either! But up to the present the writer has been unable to find the 120th harmonic on his 70-cm receiver!

AN N.P.L. TRIUMPH

The Department of Scientific and Industrial Research has recently circulated an exceedingly interesting paper describing the pilot model of the new “Automatic Computing Engine” (ACE) now working at the National Physical Laboratory, where it was designed and constructed. The ACE itself will be built later, but the pilot is a complete computer, or “electronic brain” so-called, and will solve problems involving lengthy and intricate arithmetical working. In fact, the Superintendent of the Mathematics Division, N.P.L., would be glad to hear of (industrial) problems requiring tedious calculations, which the machine will be pleased to tackle as a mere exercise! For instance, a lens calculation which normally takes about 56 working hours can be done by ACE in less than 15 minutes. The answer to a sum which would take a skilled arithmetician about 8 minutes can be handed out by ACE in one five-hundredth of a second. And the N.P.L. says that when they have added the “auxiliary magnetic recording storage system,” its memory capacity will be greatly increased. The whole outfit is on a 12-foot rack with 40 plug-in chassis units, using 800 valves, with a power consumption of 5 kW.

THE PIRACY PROBLEM

Until recently, we have been noting in “DX Commentary” cases of piracy reported to us, though the original intention was that only overseas pirates should be so reported, for the information of G’s who may have worked them. Any G operator should, of course, give full details regarding an authentic case of piracy to the GPO—and, in the matter of authentication, please see the comments on p.680 of the December Short Wave Magazine.

However, in order to inform our overseas readers as to G pirates, as well as G’s who may have worked “foreign phonies,” we propose in future to report piracy under a separate heading, rather than in “DX Commentary.” So will all operators afflicted let us have—on a separate slip, please—headed “Piracy Report”—the necessary details, which will be published in the earliest issue possible after the report is received. Here are the first reports, both of which illustrate and emphasise the foregoing points:

G3EAP (Sheffield) is being pirated on 3.5 and 14 mc. One victim was MF2AB, working “his first G on 3.5 mc.”

GM3ECI is now serving with the R.A.F. in Ismailia. He heard his call being used on 14 mc in QSO with EL4SY.

CARDS IN THE BOX

Operators listed here are asked to send us a large S.A.E., with name and callsign, to enable card(s) held for them in our QSL Bureau to be cleared. In the ordinary way, a first batch of cards is always sent direct to any operator for whom we receive QSL’s, irrespective of whether the amateur concerned is a user of our Bureau—provided we can find an address. In the cases below, there is no QTH in any of the published lists, hence the appearance of the call in this space. If publication of the address is desired in “New QTH’s” and subsequently in the Radio Amateur Call Book, this should be mentioned when asking for the cards. Write BCM/QSL, London, W.C.1, which for our Bureau is a full and sufficient address from any part of the world.

G2BRF, 2BVW, 2CXA, 2FMH, 2PZ, 2QS, 2RS, 3AJJ, 3CMS, 3CRA, 3CYS, 3DYR, 3FDX, 3FTY, 3FUO, 3FZB, 3GNI, 3GPT, 3GUU, 3GVK, 3GYY, 3GWC, 3GWE, 3GWY, 3GXX, 3GYU, 3GYW, 3GZO, 3HAS, 3HBI, 3HCD, 4BP, 6YC, GM3DZG, 4RF, GW3HDH.
The general impression gained from this month's mail is that the Christmas Season and the apparently poor conditions have combined to keep activity at a low level. Your conductor must confess to having been one of those whose appearances on the VHF bands have been somewhat less frequent than normal. In actual fact, however, on the few occasions in recent weeks when G2XC has been on two metres, activity (at least in the Hampshire area) has been much better than anticipated and there has been no difficulty in making contacts. On the evening of January 17, for instance, there were at least 11 stations on the air in and around Portsmouth and Southampton. There have also been days when DX has filtered through—if one may count 100 miles and just over as DX. But as implied above, one gathers, though, that this South Coast enthusiasm is unique.

It is difficult to decide what is the answer to the inactivity problem. Some have suggested activity week-ends or nights. Such periods met with a measure of success on five metres some years ago, but what we really require is not just more activity on one weekend, but consistently night by night. The Contest entry showed that somewhat over 200 two-metre stations can be active at times. These are spread over the whole country, although London and the South account for about three-quarters of the total. A little thought will show that this number of stations can never provide a consistently high level of activity, for even assuming none of these 200 work on other bands, and that they never build new equipment, domestic responsibilities and other interests obviously set a limit to the time available at each individual station. The answer to the problem would appear, therefore, to be not so much an increase in the activity of the 200 existing VHF operators (desirable as that may be), but rather an increase in the number of stations equipped and interested in VHF band working, and your conductor suggests that our efforts should be directed to that end. If everyone of us persuaded just one more station to come on Two, the improvement would be noticeable.

In the meantime, come on the bands as often as you can. If everyone who writes to us grumbling about low activity was genuinely active himself much of the cause of the grumbling would have been removed! When newcomers arrive on the band, make them welcome and do what you can to encourage them to stay on VHF. If conditions happen to be poor at the time, give them a hint of the exciting things that can and do happen every now and again. Complaints are made from time to time that the old-timers on 2 metres only want one contact with a newcomer and then refuse to answer any further calls from him. Such complaints are usually unjustified, but undoubtedly something of the sort does happen and they do not encourage the inexperienced operator to continue on the band. If we all endeavour to maintain local activity and interest then when the band does open for DX there will be many to take advantage of it.

The evening of January 19 produced excellent conditions in Southern England. Were you on to make the most of it? And much the same can be said of the afternoon of Sunday, 21st.
The Contest

The various tabular presentations of the Contest results in last month's issue have brought a large number of appreciative comments, which are gratefully acknowledged, but your conductor has come under fire from the Cambridge stations who were mentioned as "being repeatedly called by G5BY without result." G2XV and G4MW remark that they also called G5BY repeatedly, especially during the early part of the week-end, without avail and naively decided it was a waste of time! Of course, none of our comments printed in January "VHF Bands" were intended to imply that the equipment or operating technique at either G2XV or G4MW were below standard. This is in fact another example of the situation mentioned by G5UM in this column in December, 1950. His words were: "Can anyone explain why on two metres you can frantically call a chap and never raise him, later to be called by him with the assertion that he'd called you many times before?" G2XC had a similar experience. G2CPL was called, on and off, for two hours on the Saturday evening of the Contest, apparently to no avail. Yet during a contact with G5PY it was learned that G2CPL had also been calling G2XC during this same period! This encouraged your conductor to a further effort which was rewarded with success. It was with this in mind that G5BY's own remark was followed by that of G3DAH on page 756 of last month's issue. The result since received from G2XV and G4MW serves to emphasise still further this unique phenomenon.

Any attempt at suggesting explanations will probably involve us in still more cross-fire, so it is hoped that nobody will read any unintended implications into the following remarks! One possible answer, especially if signals are weak, is out-of-phase fading. Searching for replies, in particular during contests, must be done fairly rapidly if the whole two megacycles are to be covered, and this increases the chances of missing a weak fading signal. Local noise during a particular search period may add still further to the possibility of this happening. Unless some indication, such as QLH, is given as to how it is proposed to search the band for replies, it is difficult to judge how long to make the reply. The result is a compromise; much too long a call if it is at the end from which searching begins, much too short if at the other end, and therefore a "miss." Add in the fading and noise factors, and it is easy to understand why calls can be missed. And this is apart, of course, from the obvious explanation that maybe someone else got in first! All of which brings us back to the phenomenon of those "one-way conditions," so frequently mentioned in this space during 1950.

Contest operating technique varies widely with different operators. Some seek the "many-point" DX contacts, others decide it is a waste of time calling weak DX and so concentrate on locals on the principle that a local worked for 1 point is better than the DX issued at 20 points; others again just work what comes. And there are, of course, variations on these three.

TWO-METRE ACTIVITY REPORT

G3EYV, London, S.W.4
WORKED: G2BN, 2DDP, 2FAB, 2FNO, 2HDZ, 2WJ, 2XV, 3AP, 3BCY, 3BVA, 3DIV/A, 3DIX, 3HBB, 4MR, 4HQ, 5AA, 6JK, 6LO/A, 6QN, 8KZ.
(December 16 to January 14).

G3EHY, Banwell, Somerset.
WORKED: G2AKO/A, 2CPL, 2DCI, 2WJ, 3AXH, 3BA, 3BCY, 3BHE, 3DUP, 3HC, 3HE, 4GR, 4HT, 4OS, 5LN, 5MA, 5SK, 6NB, 6PY, 8ML, 8SB, 8UK.
G2ADZ, 3HCH.
(December 1 to January 7).

G3HBBW, Wembley, Middlesex.
WORKED: G2AHF, 2AVR, 2C1W, 2DD. 3CGQ, 3DIV/A, 3EHY, 3EYV, 3FAN, 3GRA, 4HT, 5IK, 5UF, 6LO/A, 6NB, 8IL.
(December 16 to January 14).

G3GOP, Southampton, Hants.
WORKED: G2BMZ, 2DSW, 2X2, 3ABH, 3ARL, 3BA, 3BHS. 3BHE, 3BNC, 3CFR, 3GCE. 3ESS, 3FAN, 3GAV, 5MA, 5UF, 6JK, 6XM, 8IL, 8QW.
HEARD: G3EHY, 3GAO, 5TP, 6CB, 6NB.
(December 13 to January 14).

70 cm Activity Report

G8SM, East Molesey, Surrey.
WORKED: G2ANT, 2CIW, 2DD. 2FKZ, 2QY, 3FP, 3ZL/A, 3HBB, 4CG, 5PY, 5TP, 6LK.
(December 16 to January 19).

G20I, Eccles, Lancs.
WORKED: G3ELT, 6DP, G8WMO (crossband).
(December 16 to January 19).

G2XG, Portsmouth, Hants.
WORKED: G2AHP, 2ANT, 2DSW, 2DZT, 2XV, 2ARL, 3BCY, 3BEX, 3BNC, 3FAN, 3PD, 3GAV, 3GOF, 3GSE, 4GR, 4HT, 5LQ, 5NF, 6WU, 6XM, 8IL.
(December 16 to January 19).

(December 16 to January 19).
TWO-METRE ACTIVITY BY ZONES AND COUNTIES
(Based on reports for current issue only)

Zone A (144.0 to 144.2 mc)
Ayr: GM2BUD, GM3DDE, GM3DIQ, GM3FVX
Dumfries: GM3OL
Lanark: GM3BDA, GM5VG, GM6WL, GM6ZV

Zone C (144.2 to 144.4 mc)
Lancashire: G2BTO, G2DCI, G20I, G3BKS, G6RT, GSSB
Yorkshire: G2IQ

Zone D (145.8 to 146 mc)
Nil

Zone E (144.4 to 144.65 mc)
Cheshire: G3ATZ, G4OS
Leicestershire: G2RI
Nottinghamshire: G6CW
Warwickshire: G3ABA, G4NB, G5JU, G5SK, G6CI

Zone F (145.65 to 145.9 mc)
Flintshire: GW5M0
Montgomeryshire: GW2ADZ
Powys: G4GR

Zone G (144.65 to 144.85 mc)
Bedfordshire: G3CGQ
Buckinghamshire: G4MR, G6JK, G6NB
Cambridgeshire: G2AQJ, G2UQ, G2XV, G3AEQ, G8BK, G3WW, G4MW
Hertfordshire: G3DJX, G3FD, G3GRA

Huntingdonshire: G2FQP, G3AKU
Northamptonshire: G2HCM, G3DUP, G3BA
Suffolk: G2CLP

Zone H (145.25 to 145.5 mc)
Dorset: G3BAH, G5UF
Gloucestershire: G2AOK/A
Hampshire: G2DSW, G2DZT, G2XC, G3ARL, G3BHS, G3BC, G3CFR, G3CGE, G3FAN, G3GAV, G3GOP, G6XM
Wiltshire: G8I

Zone I (145.5 to 145.65 mc)
Cornwall: G3AGA
Devon: G2BMBZ, G3AUS
Somerset: G3EHY

Zone J (144.85 to 145.25 mc)
Essex: G2CIW, G2WJ, G3ECA
Kent: G2UJ, G3BAV
London: G2DTC, G3AFT, G3BCY, G3EIQ, G3EYV, G5PY, G6WU, G6LN
Middlesex: G2AHP, G2DD, G2HDZ, G3GSE, G3HBW, G4HT, G5LQ, G8K
Surrey: G2ANT, G2BN, G2DPD, G3BLP, G5MA, G5LP, G5NF, G6L
Sussex: G2AVR, G3BEX, G3DIV/A

Note: The frequency areas given above are in accordance with the Two-metre Zone Plan, as accepted by the majority of VHF operators. A few stations are not conforming.

methods. At G2XC, for instance, we hopefully aim the beam in the direction that should bring most points, and search the DX frequencies first; but when, as is usually the case, these produce a blank the more local frequency zones are examined.

Seventy-cem News that the 70 cm record had been pushed up to 191 miles in the States was squeezed out of the last two issues of Short Wave Magazine by the Contest results. This new record was made by W2QED and W4ODG on October 2, 1950. W2QED was using a 150-watt modulated oscillator, but had considerable difficulty in putting a signal through to W4ODG, whose receiver was apparently not too good. In the reverse direction signals were "loud and clear" and in fact W4ODG was heard by K2AH at 300 miles! In this country, G2XC is temporarily off 70 cm, as it was necessary to take down the beam just after Christmas. It is hoped to be active again in a few weeks’ time. G2DD and G2QY suggest the formation of the SCCC ("Seventy Centimetre Century Club") for those who have had over 100 contacts on the band. Both of them qualify and ask to be enrolled as founder members. It seems a good idea and the first membership list will appear in these columns next month. Please note the contacts are not with 100 different stations. Life is too short for that!

G2QY (Pinner) has dropped his 70 cm schedules, but is willing to carry out tests at any time. He is frequently to be found on 1830 kc. G3HBW (Wembley) is still using low power on 70 cm and has worked G2DD and G8SM (East Molesey) during the month. The latter is now operating on 70 cm exclusively and has a nightly test with G2DD at 1930 or 2230. He has worked 12 stations since November and has heard one other—G2XC! The receiver at G8SM is crystal-controlled with injection on 410 mc. A CV100 in a coax line is used as mixer, and a 4A6A as RF stage, also in coax line. This stage gives 6 dB gain in signal-to-noise. A
straight PA is under way for the transmitter.

G2OI (Eccles) gives the following Lancashire stations as active on the Seventyem band: G2DCI, G2JT, G2OI, G3AOO, G3AYT, G3ELT. In addition, G6DP in Cheshire and GW5MQ in Flint have been worked, the latter crossband at 40 miles. He thinks 70 cm will be as good a DX band as 2 metres when conditions improve. Nightly schedules with G3ELT continue and transmissions on 435.72 or 433.2 mc are made as follows: NE 2230, E 2245, SE 2300, S 2315, SW 2330, W 2345.

Two Metre Station News

DL3FM (Mulheim) is having repairs done to his attic shack and so is temporarily QRT. He promises a new beam, a 12-element colinear stack, by the Spring and asks for daily schedules during the periods March 1 to May 1, and August 1 to November 1. Anyone interested should write to him direct; QTH as in Call Book. He is hoping to contact GM and GW during the summer.

GW5MQ (Mold, Flints) has returned to two metres and is using 15 watts VHF RECORDS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>World</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>144 mc</td>
<td>WSVY/WSWXV</td>
<td>1196 miles</td>
<td>June 24, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G2BMZ/6L4X3S</td>
<td>530 miles</td>
<td>Sept. 13, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G3BLP/G12PHN</td>
<td>330 miles</td>
<td>Aug. 20, 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W2OED/W4ODG</td>
<td>191 miles</td>
<td>Oct. 2, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W6VIX/6/W6ZRN/6</td>
<td>262 miles</td>
<td>July 4, 1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G5BY/G6L.K</td>
<td>161 miles</td>
<td>June 4, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420 mc</td>
<td>G3QC/P/G8DD/P</td>
<td>75 miles</td>
<td>Oct. 1, 1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>W6IFE/6/W6ET/6</td>
<td>150 miles</td>
<td>Oct. 5, 1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215 mc</td>
<td>G3BN/G6HJ/P</td>
<td>24.4 miles</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>G3AYF/P/G3E/NS/P</td>
<td>27 miles</td>
<td>Oct. 22, 1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

at a location about 1,000 feet up. Apparently this elevated site produces some colossal signals and at least one station has accused GW5MQ of being a pirate. Frequency is, at present, 144 mc exactly, although a crystal to give 145.8 mc is available. But, says GW5MQ, no one tunes up there.

GM3DIQ (Saltcoats) reports good activity North of the Border. At GM3DIQ a new 16-element beam is in use, while GM3DDE has three 5-element Yagis spaced one wavelength apart. Apparently some of the GM's feel that stations south of the border do not want to work GM. The more probable answer is the lack of activity in the northern counties of England, since the average VHF operator, like anyone else, wants to work as many stations as he can in every direction. GM3DIQ and others in his locality can be assured there are plenty of G's down south, who would gladly work any GM on Two, without the suggested offer of a cash prize! And our beams spend most of their time aimed North!

In Lancashire, G2HGR (Westhoughton) on 144.25 mc, is using a converted Admiralty type transmitter with an RK34 in the PA. The receiver is a 6J6 converter into a BC348 and a 3-element beam completes the line-up. G1BKS (Farnworth) has 7 watts to an 832, with receiver and beam similar to G2HGR. G6QT (Bolton) employs an SCR522 as transmitter and is on 144.126 mc. The receiver is EF91-6AK5-EAC91 into BC348, while G2BT0 (Bolton), on the same frequency with a similar transmitter, has EF54-EF54-VR66/D1 converter and a 3-element beam. G2HGR and G6QT, although only about 6 miles apart, cannot hear each other; the path goes across the town of Bolton. G2Oi (Eccles) has found conditions very poor this month, but is glad to report some increase in local activity.

G3VM (Norwich) considers conditions have often been superior to activity, as the occasional signals heard have often been good. Activity in his own area is nearly nil. G2CPL (Lowestoft) reports similarly. He has spent some time juggling with the Contest tables, and G3VM suggests that a table showing points-per-watt causes a bit of a reshuffle. G3WV (March) puts it forward that the trouble with two metres is that too many people listen and too few transmit, and gives a number of instances to prove his point. He urges.
activity week-ends again, and he would be interested to know if anyone has tried super modulation on Two.

G8LN (Plumstead) visited G20L recently and comments on the difficult conditions under which a VHF station in the North has to work. He wonders how much the smoke layers in the Northern industrial areas affect two-metre propagation — this is certainly a thought. In Plumstead G3ETW is also active and is using screen-grid modulation and a new folded dipole beam.

Tests with this suggest that when coax feeder is used local contacts are made, due presumably to standing waves, but the beam does not work as a beam. Using twin feeder all is well and the radiation pattern as expected.

G3DVQ (Purley) has been mainly active with soldering iron and screwdriver, but has turned his 2-over-2 beam to radiate NW and SE. A copy has been fitted at the other end of the roof space and fires at right angles, a change-over switch under the operating table enabling a rapid change to be made. G3EYV (S.W. London) is running 15 watts to a much modified SCR522 and a 4-element Yagi. Several receivers are in use, but according to G3EYV they only perform well on car ignition!

G4HT (Ealing) is becoming tired of references to his harmonic on 70 cm and suggests that those who crack about it might listen to what they themselves radiate on Two when they are supposed to be on Seventycms! G2AHP (Perivale) suggests that all members of the Fiveband Club should promise to be active on one or other of the VHF bands at least 100 times during the year. He says that a careful check shows that this would result in far greater activity. G3HBW (Wembley), one of our newer transmitters but a most experienced SWL, set himself the task of working 14 counties in time for his monthly report, but did not quite manage it. He actually reached 12. He is on 144.87 mc and asks for all to listen for him on that frequency, or he threatens to give up trying! G3HBW has been using 8 watts to push-pull 6C4’s for most of the time, but has now a QQVO7/40 with 22 to 24 watts input.

G3BCY (Greenwich) is one of those who believe in a high aerial. His stack of two 5-element Yagis is 90 feet up and is fed with 300-ohm ribbon. The trans-
Two Metres
Counties Worked Since September 1, 1950
Starting Figure, 14

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worked</th>
<th>Station</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>G5MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>G3EHY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>G4HT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>G3ABA, G3WW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>G5DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>G2A1Q, G2AJ, G5RP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>G2OI, G3VM, G8IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>G2CPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>G3AKU, G3BOB, G3COJ, G3FAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>G3AEP, G3FD, G3GBO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>G2CIW, G3EYV, G5PY, G6CW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>G2ANT, G3GSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>G8JP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This Table will run for one year to August 31, 1951.

The transmitter is an SCR522 with 28 watts, and the converter has 6AK5 RF and 9002 mixer and oscillator stages. G6XM (Farnborough), who is now on every evening, has a new experimental receiver in use with all miniature valves and feeds in the converter output at 6 to 8 mc. This means that the station at G6XM is now entirely home-built. G2DZT (Southsea), assisted by ZB1AK, has made a welcome appearance on the band. Initial contacts have been achieved with an indoor dipole, but a 4-element beam is promised. G3GOP (Southampton) has been very active, but thinks conditions have been poor; he is using 22 watts and is looking for Midland DX.

G3EHY (Banwell) comments that, in spite of the severe weather, the number of evenings when good DX can be heard is appreciable. Some of the London stations get through to him almost nightly, and good contacts were made with G2CPL, of Lowestoft, during December—and that is DX. The receiver has been modified by the addition of a Wallman Cascade pre-amplifier; this makes four RF stages in all. The oscillator is now a push-pull 6J6, which is found to be superior to a 9002. Later, when the weather improves, the pre-amplifier will be going up at the masthead. G3EIH (Radstock) has been off the band due to a broken feeder.

Fiveband Club
The Fiveband Club dinner has been arranged for April 14 at the Monico Grillroom in Shaftesbury Avenue. The charge will be 11s. 6d., and it is proposed to have a few lucky ticket number prizes, to be donated by Short Wave Magazine. It is also hoped that members with pieces of apparatus which they think would be of general interest will bring them along. Full details and tickets can be obtained from J. Haydon, G3BLP, 52 Littleheath Road, Selston, Surrey, and a further reminder will appear in this space next month. In the meantime, book the date.

New Club members include G2AHP, G3HBW and G3EYV, while G2AHP, G3GSE and G3BTC have qualified for the VHF Century Club.

The Fiveband Club (named such in the days when five metres was our main VHF band) is open to all transmitters who are keenly interested in VHF work. Applications for membership should include a statement of the applicant's interest in such work and his intention to support all activities which further the use of these frequencies. Members are eligible to apply for the VHF Century Club parchment as soon as they have 100 QSL's confirming contacts on frequencies above 50 mc during the post-war period. Such applications must include a signed statement that all cards received have been acknowledged by a return QSL, and that the applicant will continue to reply to all cards received.

Activity Period
As an experiment, an activity period will be tried during the second week-end in March. Times will be 1830 to midnight on Saturday, March 10, and 1000 to 1600 on Sunday, March 11. Lists of calls worked and heard during these two periods will be welcomed and may be sent with the monthly reports, which will be due on March 14. Please make a special effort to be on for this—and call CQ, and report your results.

Sayings of the Month
"Ask the G boys to turn their beams up North" (GM3DIQ)..."I hope more stations will beam South" (G3GOP)..."It's nice to know other people have teething troubles"
C.A.V. SECEDES
FROM I.A.R.U.

On "Peace" Grounds

EDITORIAL NOTE: Following is the untouched reprint of a letter in English dated December 7 and sent to SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE from the headquarters in Prague of the CAV (Ceskoslovenski Amateri Vysilacii), the recently "purged and reorganised" Czech national amateur body. A development inspired by the notorious Stockholm Peace Appeal, it is clear that other Communist-controlled countries will be compelled to take the same line as the CAV. For the information of those who may not know, the IARU (International Amateur Radio Union) is an old-established though rather loose federation composed of the national amateur organisations of most countries of the world; the IARU has always been largely under the controlling influence of the American Radio Relay League, as the most powerful member, but Union activities are, of course, entirely non-political in character.

"On the 26th of July 1950, Czechoslovak Amateurs (CAV) sent a letter to IARU in which they asked this body to call upon all member organizations to take a vote on whether to associate themselves with the Stockholm Peace Appeal of the World Congress of Partisans of Peace, or not. To-date this appeal has been endorsed by over one quarter of all humanity. Czechoslovak amateurs, convinced that the majority of radio amateurs desire peace, wished to thus gain the world radio-amateur movement for the camp of peace, that is for the camp of decent people throughout the world. For after all the purpose and aim of the IARU should be to bring understanding among nations without regard to language, nationality, race and distance.

"IARU's reply to our appeal, to have the vote taken in all member organizations, was an undemocratic rejection.

"Our QSL-cards on which the Peace Appeal is printed, were returned by ARRL, of which the IARU is an appendage, we can only conclude, because they were afraid and unwilling to have radio amateurs in the USA become acquainted with the unadulterated form of the Appeal which calls for the banning of all barbarous weapons of mass destruction, headed by the atom bomb. On the other hand ARRL without hesitation distributes QSL-cards of US amateurs, cards with atomic weapon and war propaganda.

"ARRL which openly dedicates whole pages in its magazine, QST, to the recruiting of radio amateurs into the service of war-minded MARS (Military Amateur Radio Service) is thus incontrovertibly supporting the inhuman attacks by American troops against defenseless children and women in Korea and elsewhere. This stand clearly places the ARRL in the camp of the insigators-of-war.

"The recent threatening speech by President Truman, which was intended to prepare world public with regard to the use of the atom bomb against Peoples Democratic China, makes it our duty to clearly proclaim : Czechoslovak amateurs never belonged nor will belong to the camp of the insigators of mass murder. In the war against Fascism too many Czechoslovak amateurs laid down their lives to permit us to remain members of an organization that actively participates in the preparation of new wars and bestial atom-bomb murders.

"We are therefore giving up our membership in the IARU and the ARRL and informing all amateur organizations in the world of our decision and our reasons for it."
The other man’s station VQ4RF

VQ4RF was first licensed for phone and CW in October, 1948, and the station is located on a 700-acre farm about 16 miles from Nakuru and 12o miles North of Nairobi. The altitude is 6,000 feet and the soil volcanic ash. A very good location.

The first transmitter was an Army 21 Set with an output of just under two watts and an 8-wave rhombic for 28 mc; many W's and quite a few Europeans were worked on CW during the first 10 days of operation. By November, 1948, a phone transmitter with a 6L6 in the final and a power input of 20 watts was in use on Ten. Power was obtained from batteries and a vibrator unit, and by April, 1949, 71 countries had been worked, all on 28 mc.

In April, 1949, a 1¾ kW alternator was installed and this was used to light the house and run the rig, and as there was now plenty of AC power in hand, a 60-watt phone transmitter (p/p 807's) was put on 28 mc. By September, 1949, 100 countries had been worked on Ten and by the following October the total was 108. Some 1,300 W's and over 300 G's had been QSO'd— and QSL'd.

The next step was to replace the 1¾ kW alternator with a 4 kW machine driven by a diesel engine, with the old 20-watt transmitter pushing the final of the 69-watt Tx on 14 mc. About 50 countries have been worked on this band in four months (the station was QRT during July and August, for a trip to ZS-land).

On the receiving side an S.40 plus a "Radiovision" Preselector was in use up to April, 1950, when the S.40 was replaced by an SX28. A 1355 (not 1155) with an RF-24 unit is used as a broad band receiver operating as a kind of "audio panadaptor" for 28 mc. The idea is that if Ten is dead the 1355 is switched on and left running, and another band worked or a constructional job got on with; as soon as a signal appears on 28 mc the 1355 brings it in.

Aerials in use at present are an 8-wave 28 mc rhombic directed on U.S.A.; an 8-wave 28 mc V-beam lined up on Europe; a 3-element 28 mc close-spaced rotary beam, and two full-waves-in-phase (28 mc) centre fed. All the long wire aerials are used as multiple band systems on 7, 14 and 28 mc.

Future intentions are to increase power to 150 watts on both 28 and 14 mc, with two separate transmitters and a switched power supply. The transmitters and power supply are already installed (not visible in photograph) and are undergoing final testing before being put into commission. The 14 mc rig will use super modulation and the 28 mc Tx grid control. The 3-element beam will be dismantled and will be replaced eventually by four V-beams spread through 180°, which should give 360° coverage.
No. 1 of Vol. IX

The next (March) issue of *Short Wave Magazine* will commence a new volume, and each copy will therefore contain, as a loose insert, the Index to the 12 issues of Vol. VIII, which concludes with the present issue.

We must also take this opportunity to apologise for the delayed appearance of the *Magazine* in certain areas during the last two or three months. These delays have been quite outside our control, but having made new production arrangements, we hope that they will not recur.

**American Valve Guide**

A new edition of the *RCA Receiving Tube Manual* is now available. Running to over 300 pages, it lists more than 450 RCA valves and CRT's, with all the necessary operating data, base connections and application notes. Designated Manual RC-16, it costs 5s. 6d. post free and can be ordered through RCA Photograph, Ltd., 36 Woodstock Grove, London, W.12.

**Error Crep' In**

Not a few readers will be waiting to see what we have to say about certain pretty obvious boobs perpetrated in the last issue. The diagram on p.737 contains five mistakes which render the circuit unworkable—simply because the block put down was that made from the uncorrected drawing and (as so often happens) this was not noticed until the damage was done. Then, in the circuit on p.758, the earthy side of S2 should go to the junction above the phone jack; alternatively, S1 can be a 3-position switch.

And while we are drinking ink, a lil' error has just come to light in G3CFR's article in the December 1950 issue: The main change-over switch correctly marked S1 in the circuit on p.669 is referred to in the text as S2, while in the diagram itself the arrowed leads between the contacts of S1 would be direct connections, i.e., points 2-3 and the corresponding junction just below the 'S1' in the diagram.

Several readers have been good enough to write in at length to draw attention to these regrettable lapses—for our part, we can only offer a humble apology to those who may have been misled, frustrated or infuriated thereby, adding that we are only too glad to find and correct those quite few (we believe) errors that do occasionally creep into the great mass of material we disseminate each month.

**The 1951 R.A.E.**

This year's Radio Amateur Examination will be held on Wednesday, May 2, by the City & Guilds of London Institute, at examination centres in various parts of the country. Intending candidates should apply, by March 1, to the secretary of their local technical college or the Local Education Authority or (in cases of doubt or difficulty) to the Superintendent, Department of Technology, City & Guilds of London Institute, 31 Brechin Place, London, S.W.7. The examination fee is 15s. and, in general, arrangements are made to examine candidates at centres within easy reach of their homes.

The paper set for the 1950 R.A.E. is given in full in the January issue of our *Short Wave Listener & Television Review*, and commencing with the March issue we shall be giving a set of specimen answers to these questions.

**The Winter Call Book**

The *Radio Amateur Call Book* in the Winter 1950-'51 edition, No. 4 of Volume 28, is now available, and the G Section, listing some 6,500 British amateurs, contains all addresses published in "New QTH's" up to and including our issue for November last. In all, there are 52 columns of G's, and, as always, the *Call Book* is indispensable at the operating position.

**News of AC4YN**

From VU2LJ, via G2YL, we get it that AC4YN is now at Kalimpong, a small town in North Bengal quite near Darjeeling; presumably, AC4YN is still in the retinue of the Dalai Lhama, who recently withdrew from Lhasa to Kalimpong.
NEW QTH's

This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the quarterly issue of the "RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK" in preparation. QTH's are inserted as they are received up to the limit of the space allowed each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip to QTH Section.

G2DAR W. A. Hague, 7 Ridgeway Close, East Herrington, Rotherham, Yorkshire.

G2DHV/A G. V. Haylock, A.M.I.P.R.E., A.M.Inst.E., 28 Longlands Road, Sidcup, Kent. (Tel.: Footsray 1049).

G2HMG F. H. Palmer, Central Hotel, Thetford, Norfolk. (Tel.: Thetford 225911).


G3GZ/A E. J. Hughes, Wooddale, High Road North Weald, Epping, Essex. (Tel.: North Weald 295).

GW3DHY E. J. Edwards, 71 Bro Eryl, Bala, Merioneth, N. Wales.

G3DJB D. M. Bolton, 45 Terence Road, Liverpool, 16.

G3DZJ F. R. Pardy (ex-V5287), 79 Buronside Road, Green Lane, Dagenham, Essex.

G3FEY J. Hopper, 52 Brandon Village, Co. Durham.

GM3FSV C. O. Thomson, B.Sc., Sourin School, Rousay, Orkney.

G3GEF T. A. Andrews, 106 High Road, Blackpool, Lancs.

G3GLZ G. Weston, 14 Ash Street, Trawden, nr. Colne, Lancs.

G3GMN H. Ward Elsworth, 20 Rowan Walk, West Town Lane, Brilsington, Bristol, 11.

G3GQR P. Elliot, 23 Ravensdowne, BerwickonTweed, Northumberland.

G3GSG M. Buchanan, D.W.S. (F. Block), Bletchley Park, Bletchley, Bucks.

GM3GUQ A. Stirling, 19 Montgomery Street, Irvine, Ayrshire.


G3GVN J. H. Butt, 8 Endsleigh Grove, Hall Green, Birmingham, 38.

G3GWG J. G. Silver, 6 Shelley Road, Maidstone, Kent.

G3GWI N. Spivey, 143 Carr Lane, Acomb, York.


G3GXN J. Matthews, 49 Crescent Avenue, Ashton-in-Makerfield, Lancs.

G3GYF A. J. F. Powell, 19 Stratford Road, Stourfield, Glos.

G3GQY C. I. Spackman, 3 Corby Avenue, Swanwick, Wilt.

G3GYS G. M. Thornhill, 5 Shepherds Row, Gloucester Road, Stonehouse, Glos.

G3GZB S. N. Radcliffe, 56 Crescent Road, Wood Green, London, N.22.

GM3GZC C. H. Fraser, 7 Castle Drive, Dunstable, Beds, Argyll.

GM3GZR I. M. MacIntyre, 8 Hermiston Avenue, Glasgow, E.2.

G3HAC H. G. Kimber, 29 Harold Street, Preston, nr. Manchester.

G3HBB H. B. Bligh, 52 Norman Road, Northfield, Blackpool, Lancs. (Tel.: Priory 3647).

G3HBU F. A. Hall, Morlaix Farm, Reading Road, Finchampstead, Berks. (Tel.: Eversley 2186).

G3HBW A. L. Mynett, B.Sc., 29 Sunleigh Road, Alperton, Wembley, Middlesex.

G3HCQ R. F. Gabriel, 99a Peartree Road, Derby.

G3HCS H. F. W. Martin, 38 Hawerring Road, Romford, Essex. (Tel.: Romford 1096).

G3HCU A. E. White, Old Barn Cottage, Dyers Cross, Chiddingfold, Surrey.

G3HCY A. M. Rees, Bourne-on-the-Hill, Moreton-in-Marsh, Glos.

G3HCX J. Arundel, Drapery Stores, The Square, Airedale, Castleford, Yorkshire.

G3HCY H. W. Cross, 8 Grange Close, Hayes, Middlesex.

G3HCZ B. Edmondson, 131 Hatfield Road, Bolton, Lancs.

G3HDB J. F. Smith, 16 St. Andrews Road, Ilford, Essex.

G3HDC L. J. Smith, D.W.S. (F. Block), Bletchley Park, Bletchley, Bucks.

G3HDK G. W. C. Smith, 105a, Alcester Road, Moseley, Birmingham, 13. (Tel.: South 1712).

G3HDL S. E. Kelly, 99 Priory Road, Anfield, Liverpool, 4.

G3HDO W. Baker, 14 Vaudrey Drive, Cheadle Hulme, Cheshire. (Tel.: Hulme Hall 874).


G3HEV/P c/o 28 Longlands Road, Sidcup, Kent.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

G2ALZ W. H. Heywood, 150 Ruskin Road, Crewe, Cheshire.

G2DNY C. A. Wheaton, Devon Constabulary, Dursley, Bideford, Devon.

GW2IP C. J. Reed, The Nook, Highbrook Road, Newport, Mon.


G3AAV G. N. Glover, 166 Otley Road, Leeds, 6, Yorkshire. (Tel.: Leeds 51277).

GM3AEI K. M. Senior, 23 Marchmont Crescent, Edinburgh.


G3CH M. A. Holley, 70 Hampden Street, Bolton, Lancs.

G3CKF G. G. R. Mason, 8 Herrick Road, Loughborough, Leics.

G3DML J. K. Brindley, B.Sc., 45, Rosendale Avenue, Chesterton, Newcastle, Staffs.

G3KEF J. A. Slater, 79 Newhouse Road, Blackpool, Lancs.

GM3EQD J. K. Weir, 72 Clincart Road, Glasgow S.2.

GW3ERW J. Lines, 6 Heol-y-Castell, Caerau-Ely, Cardiff.

G3EV R. J. Mutton, 113 Studley Road, Redditch, Worcs.

G3EXT S. J. Dutton, 35 Carrick Road, Curzon Park, Chester.

G3FCT S. J. Coe, 29 South Road, Faversham, Kent.

G3FMO G. Elliott, B.Sc., A.R.I.C., 90 Victoria Avenue, Chard, Somerset. (Tel.: Chard 3385).

G3FMP W. D. Hart, Pancakes, Leverstock Green, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.

G3FQX P. Johnson, 35a Bird Hill Road, Woodhouse Eaves, nr. Loughborough, Leics.

G3GDA J. E. Armstrong, 42 Married Quarters, R.A.F. Station, Dishforth, nr. Thirsk Yorks.

G3OV A. H. Parker, 99 Bramwell House, 99a Peartree Road, Anfield, Liverpool, 4.

G3W5MQ E. Meuties (ex-G5JMO), Bryn Celyn, Berth Ddu, Rhosesmor, nr. Mold, Flintshire.

G3MRK C. A. M. Clackson, 7 John Street, Brufi dipere, Dunfermline, Fife.

CORRECTION

R. Rew, 73 Pamela Road, Northfield, Birmingham, 31.
The Month with the Clubs

FROM REPORTS RECEIVED

This month we publish reports from 39 Clubs, all of whom appear to be in an enthusiastic and flourishing state. We also wish to acknowledge receipt of the following Club Circulars, News Letters and Broadsheets:


Club Secretaries are once more asked to watch their dates carefully. It is no good reporting, this month, the dates of the February meetings; they may be in the future for the Club and the Secretary when writing us, but they will be in the past by the time they appear in our next issue on March 9.

Note, also, that we have introduced a "Club News in Brief" heading for those Clubs that simply send us details of forthcoming meetings. If you have nothing else to report, therefore, do not shrink from sending just two lines with that information, rather than trying to pad them out to make a long paragraph!

Further to assist Clubs with special publicity for important events—such as area gatherings and the like—we are prepared to make display space available in this feature. These notices will usually take the form of a box or panel in the "Month with the Clubs" section. This facility will not, of course, be available merely to announce "the next meeting," as it will be reserved for special notices only. Club secretaries interested are asked to send in such items on a separate sheet, referring to this paragraph, and giving all the details they want to see in print. The usual closing dates will apply.

Closing date for next month's notes is first post on February 14. Address them to "Club Secretary," Short Wave Magazine, 53 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

Reading Radio Society—December meetings were reduced by the Christmas holiday, but in January and February there are to be talks by local amateurs on operating in the various bands—beginning with the Top Band and reaching Ten and the VHF's before March.

Brighton and District Radio Club.—The AGM was held on January 2 and the Club's 1950 activities reviewed. New officers have been elected for 1951, and the programme is under way with talks, demonstrations and Film Shows. It is hoped to maintain the high standard set by the retiring committee.

Worthing and District Amateur Radio Club.—Meetings are held on the second Monday of the month, 7.30 p.m. at the Adult Education Centre, and slow Morse transmissions are now running on the Top Band, every Wednesday between 9 and 10 p.m. A 40-watt contest was organised during January—results later.

Cambridge and District Amateur Radio Club.—Next meeting is on February 16 at the Jolly Waterman, 8 p.m. On February 26, in conjunction with the University Wireless Society, there will be a demonstration of Amateur Television at the Cavendish Laboratory (10.15 p.m.). All those interested should contact the Hon. Sec. or G2FJD. The AGM is fixed for March 16.

Coventry Amateur Radio Society.—Social events have included a Junior Ops' Party, a Sausage-and-Mashed Supper, and the usual Christmas festivities. There still remains the Annual Dinner, arranged for March 16 at the Hare and Squirrel. Regular meetings are on February 12 and 26, at the BTH Social Centre, Holyhead Road, 7.30 p.m. Subjects are Plastics and Super-Modulation.

Neath-Port Talbot and District Amateur Radio Club.—Now that the MCC excitement is over, members are settling down to the normal winter programme. Candidates are again being prepared for RAE, and a programme of films and film-strips is being arranged. It is also hoped to organise a Club Contest. Meetings are on alternate Wednesdays, Royal Dock Hotel, Briton Ferry.

Bradford Amateur Radio Society.—Both February lectures will be by the Vice-President, G2AKU. On the 13th he will deal with Aerials and Propagation, and on the 27th with Frequency Measurement.

Wakefield and District Amateur Radio Society.—The Top Band transmissions of Slow Morse are being resumed on 1550 kc every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 9 to 9.30 p.m. Several listeners to the previous series are now licensed. Plans are also in hand for a Club Licence, as an experiment.

Northampton Short-Wave Radio Club.—This Club now possesses a licence and current activities consist mainly of building gear for use. A good workshop is available to members, and the Clubroom is open every Friday night with the first Friday of the month devoted to talks, demonstrations and so on. On other Fridays members are free to build equipment, or just natter! Visitors welcome at all times.
isle of Man Amateur Radio Society.—Roughly half of the holders of GD call-signs are members of this Club, but they are so dispersed that it can only exist as a social concern. Arrangements were made at the last meeting for the AGM and Dinner, the premier event of the year. The Club call GD3FLH may soon be heard on the air again.

South-West Essex Radio Society.—They held their Annual Sausage Sizzle” on January 17, and many members also accepted an invitation to visit Grafton at their Headquarters. Membership has increased during the past few weeks, but there is still room for more, and the Hon. Sec. will be glad to hear from prospective members.

World Friendship Society of Radio Amateurs.—This Club has recently promoted an activity known as “The Bedfast Club” through which is is hoped to assist bed-ridden enthusiasts to set up a receiving station. This venture is open for contributions in “Cash or Kind,” first from WFSRA members and ultimately by any amateurs who care to associate themselves with the scheme.

Regular correspondence with “Bedfast” has also been welcomed. All who can help in any way are asked to get in touch with the Secretary—QTH in panel.

Darby and District Amateur Radio Society.—The Club held on January 3, and the following officers elected: President, A. G. G. Melville, F.R.C.S.; Chairman, W. A. Mead; Hon. Sec., and Treasurer, E. Shimmim; Assistant Sec., F. C. Ward; Contest Sec., A. J. Smith.

Birmingham and District Short Wave Society.—The AGM was held in December, and new officers elected. The Treasurer’s report and accounts were put before the meeting on January 8, when future events were also discussed. Next meeting is on February 12 at the Clubroom, Colmore Inn, Church Street, at 7.45 p.m., when there will be a Junk Sale. Talks on the construction of transmitters and receivers are to be given in the near future. Note change of Secretary: new QTH in panel.

South Manchester Radio Club.—Mr. M. I. Wilks, G3FSW, who has been Secretary for so long, has been forced to retire owing to other commitments. Please note QTH of new Secretary, in panel.

ABERDEEN Amateur Radio Society.—This Club still has no permanent Headquarters but it is hoped that 1951 will see them settled down. Meetings are now held on the second Friday, preceded by a half-hour Morse class under the guiding hand of GMSALZ. Last regular meeting took the form of a talk on Two-Metre Converters; February 2 is the date for a Dinner and Social.

Barnet and District Radio Club.—Recent meetings have included the AGM, a talk on TV by G3FMG and a talk on Test Gear by G6KO. Lectures and demonstrations have been arranged for alternate weeks, meetings in between being devoted to Junk Sales, discussions and work on the Club Tx, G3FFA. Club night is Wednesday, 7.45 p.m.

Chester and District Amateur Radio Society.—Some members recently made a recording, giving information about the Club, for inclusion in the “Voice of America” amateur radio programme. The
G3CMH is the official station of the Yeovil Amateur Radio Club, and in this photograph G3BEC is at the key, with the treasurer F. W. Parkhurst at the back on the receiver. In the foreground is D. L. McLean, a well-known SWL and the very active and enterprising secretary of Yeovil A.R.C. The G3CMH transmitter runs 6L6-807-807 at 50 watts and it can be operated on CW or phone on all bands 28 to 3.5 mc. So far, some 33C have been worked in 8Z and 5 continents.

AGM will be over by the time these notes appear, and full information about future events will be available next time.

**Clifton Amateur Radio Society.**
Main event during December was the Christmas Party, at which the Club Championship Cup was presented to R. Brooker, G3HBI. The Construction Contest was won by H. Atkinson. January events include a Junk Sale, a talk on Pulse Technique and Radio Theory Classes.

**Dorking and District Radio Society.**
Meetings are held every Tuesday evening at 7.30 p.m., 5 London Road, Dorking. January events included three general meetings, a lecture on Amateur Operating and a Tape Recorder demonstration. February 8 is booked for a lecture on Radar. The Club Tx, G3CZU, is being completed and a new PA stage has recently been put into operation.

**Grafton Radio Society.**
G3AFT is now operating on two metres as well as the Top Band, and is still looking for contacts with other Clubs on any Monday, Wednesday or Friday evening. Forthcoming events include a Junk Sale, lectures and demonstrations, and a QSL card display. Visitors and new members will be welcomed at any meeting.

**Kingston and District Amateur Radio Society.**
Activities were resumed on January 3 with a talk on Operating Procedure by G2ACA and G3GVU. Future events will be talks on Mobile VHF Communication and Television. Next Club meetings are on February 14 and 28, with Morse and Theory classes on the other Wednesdays. All will be welcomed at Penryan House, 5 Penryan Road, Kingston.

**Lincoln Short-Wave Club.**
Future programme: February 7, Debate on High or Low Impedance Transmission Lines; February 21, Radio Construction—Soldering; March 7, Demonstration, with Oscilloscope, on Radio Fundamentals. It is hoped to organise a Lincolnshire Hamfest on Sunday, April 29, at the Great Northern Hotel, 1.30 p.m. There will be accommodation for 85—fuller details later.

**Newbury and District Amateur Radio Society.**
The 1951 programme has been mapped out, and is to include an Amateur Radio Exhibition for three days in March; later in the year it is hoped to participate in the Arts and Handicrafts Section of the local Festival of Britain Exhibition. Meetings are held on the last Thursday, 7.30 p.m. at the Railway Hotel, Greenham Road, Newbury.

**Portsmouth and District Radio Society.**
The first issue of the Club magazine made its appearance in time for Christmas. Officers for the coming year have been elected, and thanks given to those retiring, for making the past year a most successful one for the Club. G2DZT has donated a trophy to be awarded each year to the member who has helped the Society most.

**R.E.M.E. Radio Club.**
This body has been formed from Army personnel at the R.E.M.E. Headquarters at Arborfield, near Reading. There are about twenty members, many of whom are out after their own “tickets.” The Club is on the air on the Top Band, using the call G3EQM/A, and has applied for its own licence. Members will be welcomed from other camps in the garrison.

**Rotherham and District Radio Club.**
The President and Chairman were re-elected at the AGM, and the annual report showed an average weekly attendance of 22 for last year. Meetings are held at the Oddfellows Hall, Westgate, Rotherham, every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m., and there is a regular net on Sunday mornings, 1100 GMT on 3808 kc.

**Sheffield Amateur Radio Club.**
The first Annual Dinner was held on January 10, and members welcomed Mr. Ray Ragheb,
SU1MR, visiting Sheffield. Another visitor was Mr. G. F. Jones, who held the call XJC before the 1914-18 war.

Surrey Radio Contact Club (Croydon).—A dinner was held on January 9 to celebrate the 100th meeting of the Club since its foundation in 1935. On February 13 G3BLP will give the first talk in a series on Elementary Transmission. Meetings are on the second Tuesday of the month, 7.30 p.m. at the Blacksmiths Arms, South End, Croydon.

Wandsworth and District Radio Club.—At the December meeting a talk on the Antenna-scopes, by GSSH, proved so popular that it will be repeated later. Next meeting is on February 14, 7.30 p.m. at Waldron Road School, Garratt Lane, S.W.18. Lectures have been arranged on Simplified Ohm’s Law, Antenna Design, and Two Metres. The Club net operates on 29.1 mc every Sunday at 11.30 a.m. This is the right sort of frequency for purely local phone working.

Wanstead and Woodford Radio Society.—On January 2 the Club heard a lecture by G2BCX on Quench Receivers, and on January 16 there was a lecture and demonstration on Tape Recorders. The former Hon. Secretary, Mr. R. Broadbent, has resigned owing to pressure of business, and a vote of thanks was passed to him, in recognition of his past services. See panel for new Secretary’s QTH.

Edinburgh Amateur Radio Club.—Meetings continue at Unity House, 4 Hillside Crescent, Edinburgh, every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m. The Club Tx, G3SHAM, is on the air every alternate week. Coming lectures will cover Radar Navigation Aids, Antennae, Model Control and Audio Amplifiers. A transmitting and receiving contest is also to be held, as are classes for the forthcoming RAE. Note change of Secretary, and new QTH in panel.

Ilford and District Radio Society.—This Old-Timer among Clubs still flourishes after 28 years of active existence. Activities cover all aspects of radio and electronics, and special lectures and fixtures for newcomers and junior members are also arranged. Meetings are on Thursdays, 8 p.m., at St. Alban’s Church Hall, Albert Road, to which all visitors will be heartily welcomed.

Cambridge Group.—The Granfield Trophy Contest, which is open to society members in the Region, is being run in two three-hour periods: 2300-0200 hrs. on March 31/April 1, and 1400-1700 hrs. on April 1. Contacts will count in accordance with the “Points” system published on pp. 842 and 843 of our January 1950 issue. Full details are obtainable from the Hon. Sec. of the Cambridge and District Amateur Radio Club (see panel for QTH).

Hull Radio Group.—The Hull group are holding their Annual Receiving and Transmitting Contest on February 17/18; this is open to all Hull and East Riding amateurs and SWL’s. Full details may be obtained from the Secretary (see panel).

Southwick and District Radio and Television Club.—This Club has been reorganised and meets at the King’s Head, Fishergate, Sussex, every Tuesday. A slow Morse course is running, and it is hoped to have a transmitter at the HQ before long. Full details will gladly be given to anyone interested by the Hon. Sec.

News In Brief

Forthcoming Meetings


Slade Radio Society.—February 16, Mullard Film Strip Lecture—Television, Pt. I. March 2, High Quality Tape Recording.

Stoke-on-Trent Amateur Radio Society.—Every Thursday, 8.0 p.m. at Club HQ, rear of Cottage Inn, Oakhill, Stoke-on-Trent.

Yeovil Club activities cover a bit of everything. Here is a group, with G3CFV on right, busy with construction—and putting up QSL cards.
YOUR EQUIPMENT CAN HAVE THE PROFESSIONAL LOOK

BY USING WODEN POTTED COMPONENTS

Woden Potted Transformers and Chokes ensure a clean layout with uniform smart appearance. They are used by many leading radio and television manufacturers, and this is sufficient testimony to the high standard of efficiency which characterises these components. Available for "Wireless World", Williamson Amplifier, "Electronic Engineering", Home-built Televisor and other popular circuits.

THE EQUIPMENT SHOWN IS THE TOP DAND CABINET TRANSMITTER AS DESCRIBED IN THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE."

Send for illustrated literature and price lists of our complete range

MOXLEY ROAD BILSTON STAFFS
PHONE BILSTON 41959

GOVT. SURPLUS BARGAINS

1355 RECEIVERS (For Television). We offer a limited quantity of these well-known jobs absolutely brand new in original transit cases.
Carriage 7/6.

Three typical Govt. Surplus Bargains from the firm with the well-known unconditional guarantee. Send 2x6d. stamp for 56 page new edition of our famous booklet catalogue.

TRAWLER BAND RECEPTION

No. 52 CANADIAN MARCONI COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER is a high-grade job that is very rare in this country. It has 13 valves (1 of 1274, 3 of 125C7, 9 of ARP3), and requires a 12 volt Power Pack for Mains Operation. There are 3 wavebands: 1.75-4 MG/S, 3.5-8 MG/S, 7-16 MG/S. With built-in speaker and vernier dial, it is an exceptional superhet whose performance has been compared with that of the AR88. Approx. measurements 15ins. x 10ins. x 14ins. Grey finish. Weight 3.5lbs.
Carriage Paid (Gt. Britain) £7.10

MAINS POWER PACK. Specially aligned for use with the above receiver. In small compact chassis, ready for immediate coupling to mains and receiver.
Carriage paid £4.10

TELEVISION PRE-AMPLIFIER (for Sutton Coldfield).
This unit has been advertised in its original state, but Silverstone's have perfected a method of adjusting the delicate coils, etc. To line it up "Spot-on" for Sutton Coldfield. At the same time we claim to have overcome the problem of reconciling high gain in vision with distortion in sound and vice versa. The unit measures 6in. x 3in. x 14in. on the base, incorporates two EF50 valves, and weighs only 13lbs. It is easily fitted to the television set, from which it derives its power. Full instruction leaflet supplied 39/6

H. SILVERSTONE
20, OXFORD RD., MANCHESTER 13
THE FAMOUS R.1155 RECEIVER needs no introduction. Supplied in original transit cases in perfect condition. Each receives serial tested before dispatch. Our price £2/19/6 (plus 10/- packing and carriage).


TELEVISION ENLARGING LENS, First Grade. Oil-filled Perexax type. 6" (for VC6V7, etc.), 25/-; plus 1/6 postage. 9" complete with plastic ring strap, 45/-, or the latest lens type at 60/-, both plus 1/6 pack and postage.

UNIT TYPE 207A. Absolutely brand new, complete with Klystron type CV67, 5Z4, 3 Neone type CV71, etc. 19/6, plus 1/6 carriage.

SWITCHING RELAY UNIT TYPE C3R. Incorporating double coil, two makes, one change-over locking relay, 12v 1 1/2 amps, contacts rated 6 amps at 16v, etc., in black crackle case. 15/-, post free.

RELAYS. We can supply all 50V and 5000 G.P.O. types), with line-up and reeistore. At 35/-, plus 5/- packing and carriage.

COMMAND RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new. Valve line-up: 3 12BE7, 12BA8, 12SB7 and 12AX7, 1 for 5-5 mc/s for 28v input, including dynamotor. 60/6, plus 8/- packing and carriage.

STROBE UNIT TYPE 68. Absolutely brand new in sealed cartons, including six valves, type EP50, 6P74, 5Z4D5, 3 SP11, 2 E845, relays, motor, dial, drive, pots., and hundreds of resistors and condensers. Only £1 1/- (plus 10/- packing and carriage).

COMMAND RECEIVERS. Absolutely brand new, complete with Klystron type CV67, 5Z4, 3 Neone type CV71, recti ers, transformers, and sheals of condensers and resistors. At £3/-, plus 5/- packing and carriage.

BAREISME RECEIVER CABINET. Incorporates VCR97 and mu-metal shield, four valves, EP50, 3 of EB34, relays, transformers, and shoals of condensere includes Klystron type CV67, EF50, 5040, CV85, 3 Neone type CV71, recti ers, transformers, and sheals of condensers and resistors. Only 28/- each (plus 10/- packing and carriage).
TELCON RF CABLES
Contribute to the efficiency of MODERN RADIO TECHNIQUE

A complete range of coaxial and balanced twin screened and unscreened TELCON Cables is available for the reception and transmission of radio frequencies up to the centimetre range. In all of these "TELCOTHENE" is employed as the dielectric with "TELCOVIN" as a protective sheathing. "TELCOTHENE" insulated "hook-up" wire and sleeving in all sizes are also produced. Full technical data is contained in the TELCON R.F. brochure.

THE TELEGRAPH CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE CO. LTD
Head Office: 22, OLD BROAD ST., LONDON, E.C.2. Tel: LONDON W6 7104
Enquiries to: TELCON WORKS, GREENWICH, S.E.10. Tel: GREENWICH 3291

THE FAMOUS
R.C.A. TRANSMITTER ET4336B.
THIS MAGNIFICENT PHONE & C.W. TRANSMITTER IS COMPLETE IN ONE TOTALLY ENCLOSED RACK AND INCLUDES AERIAL TUNING PANEL.

TUBE LINE UP: 807 C.O./Buffer. Two 813 P.A. Two 805 P.P. Class B Modulator. Four 866A Rectifiers. CONTROLS: Manual or Remote. POWER OUTPUT: Normal 350 watts, but with the fitted QRP SWITCH output is 100 watts. FREQUENCY COVERAGE: Normal 2 to 20 mcs but by doubling in final, excellent output may be obtained on 28 mcs. FREQUENCY CONTROL. THE TRANSMITTER HAS A DETACHABLE FRONT PANEL FOR INSERTION OF WILCOX GAY V.F.O. OR CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER.

All you need to get going is the insertion of Valves, Connection to Mains and Aerial! 20 page manual and circuit diagram with each equipment. Every Instrument is Air Tested and Guaranteed perfect.

Price to Licensed Amateurs £80 including CRYSTAL MULTIPLIER AND ALL VALVES. DELIVERY CHARGE up to £5 included.

NATIONAL HRO 'S' METERS 55/-. BENDIX BC 221 FREQ. METER £25.
JOHNSON TRANSMITTING TUNING CONDENSERS, complete with high voltage flexible coupler, Type 1000 D25, 20/-. TUNING UNITS TUSB, TU6, 22/-. TUNING UNITS TU7/8/9/10 and 26B, 12/6.
All new with outer cases. NATIONAL ‘RBY’ Transceiver Spares. All items in stock.
IDEAL 25 WATT TRANSMITTER. Army Type No. 12 Frequency Coverage. 1 to 17.5 Mc/s, in four switched bands. CW and Fone. Built-in modulator. AC Mains, 100 volt or 250 volt, complete with all tubes, and delivered, £18/0/0.

McELROY-ADAMS Manufacturing Group Ltd.
(HALICRAFTER)
Phone Fulham 1802. 46 GREYHOUND ROAD, LONDON, W.6. Cables Hallicraft London.
THE AMATEUR RADIO SERVICE
Mooreside Mills, Lomax St., Bury, Lancs. Phone: Bury 1778

CONDENSERS. 8 MFD 500v. Electrolytic. Metal Can. 1/9 each. 0.25 MFD 2KV. 6d. each.

TEST SET TYPE 74. Consisting of an Oscilloscope working off 230v. 50 cycle mains contained in a Metal case 8ins. wide, 11ins. high and 18ins. long. All the usual controls are brought out on the front panel and clearly labelled. The C.R.T. employed is a V.C.R. 139, which is not supplied. Valves supplied with the unit are 1 6J5, 1 VU120, 1 5Z4, 5 VR65 and 1 VR92. Only slight modification is required to turn this unit into a first class oscilloscope for general work. Our price 60/- plus 5/- carriage.

TEST SET TYPE 74. Consisting of an Oscilloscope working off 230v. 50 cycle mains contained in a Metal case 8ins. wide, 11ins. high and 18ins. long. All the usual controls are brought out on the front panel and clearly labelled. The C.R.T. employed is a V.C.R. 139, which is not supplied. Valves supplied with the unit are 1 6J5, 1 VU120, 1 5Z4, 5 VR65 and 1 VR92. Only slight modification is required to turn this unit into a first class oscilloscope for general work. Our price 60/- plus 5/- carriage.

CONDENSERS. 8 MFD 500v. Electrolytic. Metal Can. 1/9 each. 0.25 MFD 2KV. 6d. each.

TEST SET TYPE 74. Consisting of an Oscilloscope working off 230v. 50 cycle mains contained in a Metal case 8ins. wide, 11ins. high and 18ins. long. All the usual controls are brought out on the front panel and clearly labelled. The C.R.T. employed is a V.C.R. 139, which is not supplied. Valves supplied with the unit are 1 6J5, 1 VU120, 1 5Z4, 5 VR65 and 1 VR92. Only slight modification is required to turn this unit into a first class oscilloscope for general work. Our price 60/- plus 5/- carriage.

TEST SET TYPE 74. Consisting of an Oscilloscope working off 230v. 50 cycle mains contained in a Metal case 8ins. wide, 11ins. high and 18ins. long. All the usual controls are brought out on the front panel and clearly labelled. The C.R.T. employed is a V.C.R. 139, which is not supplied. Valves supplied with the unit are 1 6J5, 1 VU120, 1 5Z4, 5 VR65 and 1 VR92. Only slight modification is required to turn this unit into a first class oscilloscope for general work. Our price 60/- plus 5/- carriage.

VALVES : 1625 3/-, 6H6 1/-, 6L6M 7/9, EF50 4/6, VR180/80 5/6, 6K7M 4/9, 5T4M 4/9, 931A 15/-, 6A67 4/6, 6AK5 7/-, EL32 4/-, 886A 11/-, 12J5 1/3.

VALVE HOLDERS. Brand new ceramic, B9G. 4d. each, 3/- per doz. I.O., New. Clip fixing, 3/- per doz.

1131 MODULATOR AND P.A. POWER UNITS. 230v. 50 cycle input 1,000v. 300v. 7.5v. 6.3v. output. In good condition but less rectifiers. The last few at £4 plus 17/6 carriage.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS out of ET4332. P.P. 805 to P.P. 813’s. 250w. RF. 30/- plus 10/- postage.

CHOKES as out of ET4332. 6/- each plus 1/6 Postage.

SWITCHES. 16-pole 3-way 4-bank, Yaxley, new, 1/6. 2-pole, 2-way double spaced, oak ceramic, new, 1/6.

BLEEDERS. 30K. 15w. 3d. 100 ohms, 40w 3d.

Please include sufficient to cover postage and packing. S.A.E. for List.

SAMPSONS
SURPLUS STORES

CRYSTAL LAPEL MIKES, 1¼in. diameter, extremely sensitive. 12/6, post 9d.

CO-AXIAL CABLE, 30ft. lengths, complete with Pye female plug each end. 80 ohms. Brand new. 7/6 post 1/3.

HEAVY DUTY AUTO TRANSFORMERS, tapped at 110v., 150v., 190v., 230v., 1.6 K.V.A., £4/10/- Carr. 5/-.

MASTER VOLTMETERS. 0-20 v. A.C., 6in. mirrored scale. Made by Metro-Vick. Brand new. 17/6, arr. 1/-.


BRAND NEW TRANS-RECEIVERS. Type 58. Freq. range 33-50 metres, complete with ‘phones, mike, power supply unit, spare valves, and instrn. book. £17/10/- Carr. 3/-.

BRAND NEW WILLARD 24 v. 11 A.H. BATTERIES. Size 6in. x 7½in. x 7¼in. 49/6. Carr. 4/6.

"NIFE " ALKALI BATTERIES. 2.5 v., 10 A.H. As new, made by Britannia Batteries, Ltd. 12/6, post 1/- 1.4 v. 45 A.H. Brand New, 15/- plus 1/- postage.


All orders & enquiries to our Edgware Rd. branch please

BROOKES
CRYSTALS LIMITED
10 Stockwell Street, Greenwich, London, S.E.10


Type "G"
Frequency ranges: 100 Kc/s to 800 Kc/s, 3 Mc/s to 20 Mc/s. Evacuated glass envelope having B7G valve base, with crystal connected across pins Nos. 3 and 7.

FEBRUARY 1951

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Every one a Bargain!

METERS.—Portable Test Set, fitted 3½' flush meter D.C. moving coil, reading 0 to 150 m.A. and 0 to 10; ohms 0 to 50,000; knife edge needle zero adjustor and rotary switch. The whole in black bakelite case with working instructions... 25/-, post 3½.

WESTINGHOUSE METAL RECTIFIERS.—Transformer and rectifier in vent. metal case, 50v ± amp., 64/10/-; 50v ± amp., 36/-; 50v ± amp., 19, carriage extra.

SIGNAL GENERATORS, Type 101.—Frequency range, 370/840 Mc/s, piston attenuator, maximum output 100v. Prov. for internal sine mod. and exter. pulse mod. made operated, 655. Several other models in stock, write for leaflet.

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.—Manual 5-line with drop indicators, several other models in stock, write for leaflet.

TRANSFORMERS.—Auto transformer., 230/110o 75 watt, 25/-; 112/10.-. Booster transformer, 230v 50 c/e., input 53v, 15 stator poles wound and designed for supply from intermittent with ordinary room temperature changes, price 127/10/, 72/9, carriage 12/.

FREQUENCY TUNING FORKS for hand drive or with spindle for external drive, 25/, poet 3/-.

D.C. Mercury oiled flywheel on rotor spindle for smooth running, Laminated 4-pole stator, 6-pole rotor running on ball-bearings, edge needle zero adjustor and rotary switch.

WIFE CELLS—New type, F.4, 12v 45 amps. 9 cells In wood crate. 23/10/-, carriage 10/-.

RECEIVER P40 Covering 85-95 me/s, these transformers and Chokes, prices on application. These, in first-class condition. Only 25/.


MODULATION TRANSFORMERS to match class B 211's to a class C final these can also be used as step-down (230—115v) mains transformers, 6/6. Input transformers for class B 211's, 4/6.

AMPLIFIER 1135A. With EBC34, EK32, and EL32 and our 10 min conversion data and circuit, 15/-.

RECEIVER P40 Covering 85—95 mc/s, these transformers and Chokes, prices on application. These, in first-class condition. Only 25/.

THE NEW 1355 CONVERSION!

SOUND, VISION, TIME BASES, POWER PACK and SPEAKER on ONE 1355 chassis ! Data for London or Birmingham — per copy. 1355's in original maker's cases, 55/-.

RECEIVER 3547 with 15 EF 50's, eight other valves, a "Pye" 45 mc/s strip and a host of pots, resistors and condensers. ONLY 65/12/6 in original maker's cases.

INDICATOR 198. Ideal for 'scope or modulation monitor, these are complete with 3in. (VCR 138A) Tube, eight valves, and are full of pots, resistors, condensers, etc. In sealed maker's cartons £3.4.

MODULATION TRANSFORMERS to match class B 211's to a class C final these can also be used as step-down (230—115v) mains transformers, 6/6. Input transformers for class B 211's, 4/6.

AMPLIFIER 1135A. With EBC34, EK32, and EL32 and our 10 min conversion data and circuit, 15/-.

POWER UNIT S441B 200/250v 50cps input; 300v 200mA D.C., 12v 3A AC and 5v DC output. These, in attractive metal cases, have separate indivi.-duly controlled HT and LT transformers, are fully fused and have HT and LT indicator lights. In sealed maker's cartons, 65/-, a few soiled at 50/.

RECEIVER P40 Covering 85—95 mc/s, these transformers and Chokes, prices on application. These, in first-class condition. Only 25/.

TRANSFORMER 21. The rest of the famous W/S21, these will transmit CW, MCW or speech on the same bands as the Rx. Supplied complete with valves, control box, key and circuit. PA coils and relays have been stripped by the Ministry of Supply, but may easily be replaced. ONLY 25/- in first-class condition.

STORE CHESTS. Beautifully constructed timber cases (8½ins.), metal reinforced, and waterproof, these contain six compartments (two with covers) and measure 36ins. x 24ins. x 15ins. outside. Carrying handles are fitted, and quick release hasps. 36/—.

Come to SMITH'S of EDGWARE ROAD THE FRIENDLY SHOP FOR ALL RADIO COMPONENTS

We stock everything the constructor needs—our 25 years' experience of handling radio parts and accessories enables us to select the best of the regular lines and the more useful items from the surplus market in . .

LOUDSPEAKERS and Phones

Transformers and Chokes

Meters and Test Equipment

Pickups and Turntables

Switches and Dials

Metalwork and Bakelite

Books and Tools

Valve Holders and Cans

Metal Rectifiers

Panel Lights and Fuses

Sleeving, Nuts and Bolts, Tags, Clips, Grommets and all other bits and pieces.

NOTHING TOO LARGE—NOTHING TOO SMALL

Everything you need under one roof—at keenest possible prices

No general catalogue is issued owing to constantly varying stocks and prices, but we shall be pleased to quote you. Lists are available for the following lines, in which we specialise, and can thoroughly recommend:

1. The increasingly popular "Electro-Voice" range of Transformers and Chokes, "As good as the best—yet cost little more than the cheapest."

2. The "G.L.C." 16 gal. Aluminium Chassis. "For the man who takes a pride in his rig."


H. L. SMITH & Co. Ltd.
287/9 Edgware Rd., London, W.2
Tel.: Paddington 8981. Hours 9 till 6 (Thurs. 1 o'clock)
Near Edgware Road stations, Metropolitan and Bakerloo.
THE "J.B." SERVICE
5 MAYPLACE ROAD WEST, BEXLEYHEATH, KENT
Phone: Bexleyheath 1000
OFFER IN BRAND NEW CONDITION...

TYPE 36 MONITOR. Ideal Unit for conversion into CRO. Contains 230v. A.C. Power Pack, VCR 139 Tube with mu-metal screen and 9 useful valves. A better finished job than the test set 74. FOR CALLERS ONLY, 1/8's. Price 65/-/10/-/0.

THE FAMOUS 45 mc/s IF STRIP complete with valves. 1/8's. Price 63/-/0/-/0. Without valves 35/-.

BELLING STYLE TWIN FUSE HOLDER for tubular fuses, 2/-9. Fuses, 9d.

CHROME PICK-UP HEAD, 10/-.

Thermal delay filament switch 5v., 6/-.

MOVING COIL HAND MIKE No. 7, 5/-.

Transformer to match, 3/-6.

ADMIRALTY S.M. DIAL with white scale and finger tip control ratio 100-1, 5/-6.

TU5B UNITS, new, in crackle black case, 17/6.

BOOM BOX UNITS, in crackle black case, 18/6.

IOOKC/S CRYSTAL 3-pin type, 15/-.

15amp SKELETON PANEL FOOT SWITCH made by well-known manufacturer, D.P.S.T., 4/-6.

BARGAINS OF THE MONTH...

P.40 RECEIVER complete in maker's carton, 55/-.

TYPE 22 SIGNAL GENERATOR complete with 6v. Vibro pack, 22/6.

THANKS FOR LETTERS RECEIVED THE PAST WEEK...

PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR COMPLETE LIST OF VALVES, COMPONENTS AND EQUIPMENT.

Early Closing Wednesday.

VALVES
GUARANTEED—NEW AND BOXED. MOSTLY ORIGINAL CARTONS.

5Z4M, 5U4G, 6F6, 617, 6X5, 6CS, AC6PEN, 7Q7, 807, 6AC7, 5Y4, EBC33, EF39, 1C5, EF36, ECS2, EL32, EK32.

ALL AT 6/- EACH.


ALL AT 7/- EACH.

1S5, 1S4, 1R5, 1T4, 3S4, MS/PEN, U18.

ALL AT 7/6 EACH.

4V6G 4V6GT 6954 6955 5/- 5/- 12D2 12D2A 5/- 5/-

6K7 6K7GT 5/6 956 3/- SLYVANIA 8/- 8/-

DD4 4/6 VR54 3/- 3/- PEN46 8/- 8/-

CV6 1.9 VR117 5/- 5/- VU111 4/- 4/-

6J5 4/- 37 4/- 4/- SP61 3/- 3/-

KT66 10/6 KT32C 10/- 10/- 6KB 9/6 9/6

SEND FOR COMPONENT LIST, C.O.D. or C.W.O.

POST ORDERS ONLY.

ALPHA RADIO SUPPLY CO.
5/6, Vinces Chas., Victoria Square.

LEEDS, 1.

Barnes Rad. - Elec. & Wholesale Co.
12 Pipers Row, Wolverhampton, (Central)

Insulated test prods with knob 1/9 pair; swinging chokes 3.6-4.2H at 150 m/a, 20H at 1mA 15/-. B.C.624 for 2 metres, etc., new but less relay, 11 valves, few left, 35/-; new Ferranti LF inter valve transformers, A.F.3, 6/-; Set of 5 car plug and dist : suppressors, 6/-; Valves (new) 9003 5/-, 9002 7/6, 5.130 voltage stabilisers 10/- pair; E.H.T. V.U.120 9/-; 6SH7 4/-; 1.5v telephone batteries 4/6 oz. delivered; Vitreous resis. 20 wat 3", 300 ohm 1/6, 174 ohm 1/9, 100 ohm 1/6 or dozen; 16/-, 19/-, 1/-; 75F.P. Ceramic variables double ended for F.R.24 etc. 4/-; New block 4 mil 2000v oil 15/-; 4 mil 1000v porcelain tops 8/-; R1116 all-wave battery receivers, tested, special leslies, 3d.; Swimmers lifebelt, new, 4ins. diam. by 3ft. with strings, 4/-.

WANTED.

BC 312 RECEIVERS for 12 volt and

BC 348 RECEIVERS preferably not converted.

BC 221 FREQUENCY METERS

State price and condition.

Details to BOX OFFICE No. 688.

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-.

No series discount; all charges payable with order.

Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add 28% for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for errors.

TRADE

QSL'S and LOGS by MINERVA. The best there are. Samples from Minerva Press, 46 Queen's Road, Brentwood, ESSEX.

QSL CARDS AND LOG BOOKS. AP-PROVED G.P.O. SAMPLES FREE.

ATKINSON BROS., PRINTERS, ELLAND, YORKS.

WANTED.


MORSE teaching records; complete course of 10-10in. £3. Educational Records Dept., Radio- vision Services, Rawdon, Leeds.
AN IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!

to all interested in passing their G.P.O. MORSE CODE TEST for an Amateur Transmitting Licence.

We have been pleased to arrange a Special Candler course (at a fee within the reach of all) which includes all the training essential to enable you to be successful.

Full details will be sent to all who apply for the CANDLER "BOOK OF FACTS.

Read the following extracts from unsolicited testimonials sent us by Candler students.

Ref. 7876: "I am very pleased with this method of training and I passed the O.P.O. Morse test after third lesson. Since getting my call sign I have been `comemplained very often on my `good flat`.

Ref. 5173: "So far, after only completing half the course, I am pleased to say that my speed in both sending and receiving has risen from a mere 5 w.p.m. to a steady and 100 per cent correct 15 w.p.m. This has enabled me to obtain my Amateur`s Licence here within a very short time of commencing my study of the code."

Ref. 7818: "I may add that I passed my G.P.O. Morse test for the Amateur Transmitting License a week or so ago and am very pleased that the root lessons enabled me to do so. It was not as difficult as I had imagined."

Ref. 5981: "I have successfully passed the P.M.G. `Amateur`s Licence test and have been allotted my call sign. I took it with case, after completing lesson three."

IMPORTANT. Mention `Special Course` when you apply for a copy of the `BOOK OF FACTS`.

THE CANDLER SYSTEM CO., (555 W.S.) 121 KINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 Candler System Company, Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

G4GZ'S BARGAINS


MOVING-COIL METERS. 31. 1 ft. m/tg. (24 diam) 0-300 m/a, 0-50 m/s, 0-12v (M Cal. at 50 c/s), all 0/6. 0-100 microamps, Ferranti Model U" double thin pointer type, 3V-ea. 2V sq. ft. m/tg. 0-200 m/s, 0-300v, 8/- ea. a-camps, m/tg. 0-5c. 5/- ea.

ANTENNA RELAYS. Struthers Dunn DPD7, operating current 12V 1/4 amp. Contacts rated 6 amps, Mycalex insulation, in black crackled case, 5/- ea.

150-W DUMMY LOAD LAMPS. Brit. 4-pin ceramic base, non inductive element tapped 5, 10, 20 ohms. 4/- ea.

TWO ONLY 1 RA34-H Power Units, less rectifiers. £13/10/- ea.

EDDYSTONE POWER PACKS. 200-250v input, 0/6 15v, 60 m/a 12-2v 24 amp, in grey crackled case. 3/6 ea.

SCR202 MODULATION TRANSFORMERS (used), 4/3 ea.

SCREW1 5 m/a CHOKEs, 1/6 ea., 12/6 doz.

DOUBLe CIRCUIT JACk PLUGS AND SOCKETS, 2/- pair, 15/- doz.

ALUMINIUM COIL CASES. 21/" x 1" sq., 4/6 doz., 37 1/2 gross.

CERAMIC SWITCHES. 2-bank 6-pole, 3/- ea., 27/6 doz. 4-pole 2-way, 4/- ea., 4/- doz. 6-pole 2-way, 4/- ea.

TAXLEY SWITCHES. 2-pole 6-way, 3 for 5/-, 17/6 doz.

USEFUL TOOL KIT comprising : Bet 5 Allen keys 1/2" to 1", 1 1/2" 5 x 8 BA Box Spanner, 1 set Terry's 5. 6 & 8 M/ 4/8 M/ MULTI-CORE CABLE (flex) rubber cored, 3-core, 10/6 doz. 4-core, 7-core, 12/6 doz. yds. (Available in up to 100 yd. lengths).

MICA CORDENDERS. 9/62 0.8 v/watt 0.5 volt. 4 for £1. £1/9/6, £1/9/6, 0.80 v/watt 0.5 volt 0.5 volt. 5/6 doz.

ALL GOODS D.S.PATROD POST PAID BY RETURN 1d. STAMP FOR LIST

J. T. ANGLIN

106, Cleethorpe Road, Grimsby, Lincs.
1. TRANSFORMERS
   - 250-0-250v. 80mA.; 4v. 5a; 6.3v. 4a; 4v. 2a; 5v. 2a.
   - Same as 1 but 350-0-350v.

2. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

3. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance,
accommodations, etc. High Temperature,
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type

3. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

4. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance,
accommodations, etc. High Temperature,
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type

3. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

4. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance,
accommodations, etc. High Temperature,
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type

3. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

4. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance,
accommodations, etc. High Temperature,
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type

3. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

4. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7

RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

SOLE MANUFACTURERS: ADCOLA PRODUCTS LTD

Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
Meets every requirement for radio assembly, maintenance,
accommodations, etc. High Temperature,
Quick Heating, Low Consumption, Light Weight
3/16" Dia. Bit Standard Model
1/4" Dia. Bit Standard Model
3/16" Dia. Detachable Bit Type

3. ANTE. TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
   - Supplied for all volt ranges from 6/7v - 230/250v.
   - If you prefer.

4. RETURN OF POST MAIL ORDER SERVICE

HUGE Stocks of Branded and rare types of VALVES

- 5/6; EF39, 6/9; NR48 (EBC33), 5/6; VR78 (DZ),
  80, 7/6; 83, 12/6; CV66 (RL37), 6/6; VR91, EF50,
  6X5, 6/6; 7W7, 7H7, 7C5, 7/6; 45, 5/-; 78, 8/6;
  6/6; 6N7, 6/6; 6N7G, 5/6; 6Q7G, 6/6; 6SG7
**SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS**

**READERS—continued**

**VALUES.** 6AC7, 6K7, 6N7, 12A6, 12X8 and many other 6.3 and 12.6 volt types, at bargain prices. S.A.E. list. All letters answered. Rolph, Sandpits Farm, Lakenheath, Suffolk.

**R** - 19C/TRC-1 FM Rx 70-100 mc, 18 valves, 115V 60 c.p.s., internal speaker and cooling fan, thermo- meter, meter, switching relay, in transit/operating table, circuit, £7/10/0. ARR-1/ZB VHF Rx, 4 valves, modified per Short Wave Magazine for 144 mc, and spare chassis, and TSI/JARR-1 test oscillator for above, gold plated coaxial cylinders, aerial and canvas cover for cabinet, £4 the three units. Command gear: 2 RX'S BC-454 and BC-455, 3-6 and 6-9 mc, 6 valves and 1 dynamotor. BC-458 Tx 5-3-7.1 mc, 4 valves, dynamotor and xtal. BC-456 modulator, 3 valves and dynamotor, control box. Total 17 valves, 3 details to (and 1 xtal. All unmodified. £7. Carriage extra, send no remittance in first instance. Box 877.

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, Vols. IV, V and VI bound with index, £1 each. Vol VII not bound 15/-; Dalby, Green Lane, Lea, Gainsborough. (Tel: 2087.)**

**ATTRACTION** modern self-contained commercial wireless set with 18 valves, all Woden chokes and transformers, input 40 watts key, 25 watts phone on three bands. Transmitter can be loaded into dipole or into any length of wire around the room. Ready for immediate air operation, with 4 new Q.C.C. crystals. Transmitter given owner WAC with indoor wire. First £25 securities. G5ka, 90 Albemarle Crescent, Scarborough, Yorks.

**HRO** Mx handspare coils, P/P, book, £15. 60W CW/phone Tx : 6P6 FVO, 6V6buf, 807 PA: Mod. 6J5, PP 807's. 2 power packs, 600v each. All in cabinet 20ins. x 11ins. x 12ins., 12½. S.A.E. details. Liverpool area. Box No. 879.

**DB20** preselector or other type wanted. Full list to G66S, 96 Hilton Way, Gr Shieldford, Cambridge.

**RCA** ET.4336 Tx, spares at half list prices. State your wants. J. Holland, Bk. 64 High Street, Cleethorpes, Lincs.

**FINAL LIST OF EQUIPMENT OF THE PLATE G66S. Pinner. No reasonable offer refused, to clear. (1) Universal Avominor; (2) Modulator, standard 8Jin. panel, designed for 6SJ7-6J5 mod. 80W, xformer for single 807, 2 valves, no valves; (3) BC1155A heterodyne monitor; (4) Leach Relay 102, 12v., suitable keying; (5) 2-pin. miniature relays; (6) CV1999-NS2; (7) Multi-tap LF transformer, 1 : 3 to 1 : 8; (8) 866A’s: (9) 7124, 5028 kc crystals, 1-pin. mounting; (10) Elliott 9-500 mA m/c meter, 4Jin. diam., fwd or panel matrix ; (11) Ernest Turner 0-2 amp Model 505 thermomter, 2Jin. diam.; (12) Premier transformer, prl. 200-200v., 2-4-6 volts; (13) Standard panels and chassis, drilled and partly wired, 10Jin. panel and chassis 807's mod xformer 6600 (CT) to 5600 ohms. Sundry 8Jin. panels, with strong 12Jin. chassis, others with 10Jin. chassis. 10Jin. panel with 10Jin. chassis, Rx foundation; (14) 3-Ele. wide spaced 2-metre beam; (15) Telescopic mast, stripped base, height to 20 ft., (16) Bucketfill 3Jin. plastic links; (17) Quantity wire—heavy stranded copper and steel (guy wire), coax, two wire, etc. 100000 (16) 100-watt modulation transformer. Offers and Enquiries to: G. P. Anderson, G2QY, 16 Latimer Gardens, Pinner, Middlesex. All S.A.E. letters acknowledged.

**FOR Sale, Eddystone 640, excellent condition, nearest £16. Wanted, HRO manual, bug key. GOG7, 44 Gores Lane, Fernby, Liverpool.**

**P. M. G. CERTIFICATE**

**NEXT EXAM MAY '51**

**PREPARE NOW by taking our special POSTAL COURSE. Many former students testify that our tuition was invaluable in ensuring their success in previous examinations.**

**Full details in FREE BROCHURE from E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 14 10, Pembridge Square · London, W.2. Telephone: BAYwater 5131/2.**

**BRAND NEW EX-GOVT. VALVES!**

The following valves are brand new and in their Original Cartons:—6J5GT, 3/9; 2C26, 2X2, 6X5, 8N7GT, 4/9; 6J5, 6XK7GT, 6K7GT, 5/3; 6AC7, 5/6; 6K7GT, 6X7G, 6K7, 5/9; 524, 807, 6J3; 6Q7GT, 6C4, 6F6G, 6J9; 256LGT, 7J9; 6J6, 10J.-

The following are new, but in plain cartons or unboxed:—EB34, 2J-; 125HT, 3/6; 2C26, 2X2, 6C5—4J3; 600W, 567; 6B8, 6077; 1257; RL18 (EC53), 5/-; 15,4045, 32A, 5/9; 6J7, 6/-; 6C4, 6V6G, 6Y6G, 6F6G, 6J3; 7V7, 6V, KT6W1, 6J6; 6J6, 7J9; VT-4-C, 15/—. 2000 Volt D.C. TEST 6mf condensers, 3/6 each. SMOOTHING CHOKES. 15 Henry 60 ma “potted” type, 4/6 plus pd. postage. 20 Henry 80 Ma, 6/6 plus 9d. postage.

**REED & FORD 46B, GROSVENOR ROAD, SOUTHPORT**

**“GLOBE-KING”**

Short Wave Kits and Components. Production fully booked up until new series commence Autumn, 1951. Watch this Magazine for later announcements: JOHNSONS (Radio), MACCLESFIELD.

**ROCK RADIO (GJLN)**

**PROP. PITCH MOTORS.** New, U.S.A. Type, will turn any mast or beam. 6/30 volts, 3/6 amps, reversible, 10,000 to 1 reduction gearing. A.C./D.C. £2/2/6. D.C. £1/17/6. Carriage 5/-.

**VALVES.** 807, 6J, 6X3, 5J, 6J5G, 3J3, EA50, 2J.-

**DURAL TUBE.** 1Jn. x 16s.w.g. 8d. ft., 1Jn. x 16, 7d. ft. 1Jn. x 20, 4Jn., 1Jn. x 18, 3Jd., small stocks, please state alternatives. Carriage extra. Fees: 300 ohm HD, 70 ohm, 5Jd. yd. carr. extra. COPPER WIRE. 12 to 44 SWG, enam., D.C. 15/42, 15/42. We stock Eddystone, Denco, components.

**CHOSES.** Midget 5H, 2/-; swinging 9.6/4.2H 150 ma, 5J.- PO standard jack plugs, 4Jn., large type 4-way plugs and sockets, 8d. pair.

**CERAMIC SWITCHES** for 150 watts, 3-bank, 2-way, 5/- or 3 for 12/6, 2-bank 3/6, or 3 for 9/-.

1801 Pershore Road, Birmingham, 30 Kin. 2797.
A Binder can
THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"
boat.

receiver.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. TYPE RI155.

in transit cases. Complete with valves. ES each.

SPERRY BOMB -SIGHT COMPUTOR. Contains a wealth of gears, spindles, wheels, rollers, etc., two 24v motors, 1.5 amp,

COMMAND RECEIVERS. Six -valve superhet, covering 1.5 to

convert to 2 metres. Brand new, 21112/6 each.

RECEIVER R28/ARC5. Coverage 100-150 me/a. Price 221/6, including carriage.

TEST SET TYPE 74.

offer the following clearance lines for one month only.

POLARIZED CONDENSERS. 20 mfd 250v.

RADIOtester. (Bins.

TX OUTPUT TEST SETS. In metal cases (6ins. x 3ins. x 3ins.) incorporating a 50 micro-amp Moving Coil Meter (2jin, flush type) etc., 45/-

BESIND LTD
84 NEWMAN STREET, LONDON, W.1

M. & J. PEARSE
283 Gallowgate, Glasgow, C.6

offer the following clearance lines for one month only.

TEST SET TYPE 74. 1 x 200v 50 ma. Valves: VR128, VR24, VU110, 6L6, 6EL7 and 56B6's. In reasonable condition but less VU815HE. Ideal for conversion to Scope Special Price £2/7/6, including carriage.

RECEIVER B12/B15S. Coverage 100-150 mcs. Valves: 5 717a Mushroom Type, 2 of 128X7, 5 of 129X7, 12AX7; would

convert to 2 metre. Brand new, £1/12/6 each.

COMMAND RECEIVERS. Six-valve expert set, covering 1-5 to

dial with mounting flange. £5 50/- each.

SPERRY BOMB -HIT-HAM COMPUTER. Contains a wealth of gears, splindles, wheels, rollers, etc., two 24v motors, 1.5 amp, with pulley shaft each end and reversing clutch mechanism. Also

sperry 24v Selwyn repeater Motor and many other parts. Brand

new in cartons.

3 me's. Valves: COMMAND RECEIVERS. 221/6 each.

717a Mushroom Type, 3 of 128H7, 2 of 12SL7, 12A6M ;

RECEIVER R28/ARC5. Coverage 100-150 me/a. Price 221/6, including carriage.

but less VCR139a.


SPERRY BOMB -HIT-HAM COMPUTER. Contains a wealth of gears, splindles, wheels, rollers, etc., two 24v motors, 1.5 amp,

with pulley shaft each end and reversing clutch mechanism, also

24v Selwyn repeater Motor and many other parts. Brand new.

in transit case. £2 15/-.

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS. TYPE R1155. Perfect con-
dition in transit cases. Complete with valves. £5 each.

R.A.F. AIRCRAFT BLOCKS. Eight-day dashboard type, 2"
dial with mounting flange, suitable for workshop, bench, car or boat. 25/6 each.

all prices include carriage or post

for

THE "SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE"

Bind your issues in the Easibinder. By a simple operation the journals are inserted with a

holder for descriptive Catalogue.

One Valve Kit, Model "C" Price 20/-

Two " " "E" 43/-

These kits are complete with all components, accessories and full instructions.

Before ordering send stamped addressed envelope for descriptive Catalogue.

"H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Department V.I.C.) 66 New Bond St., London, W.1

H.A.C.
Short-Wave Equipment

Noted for over 15 years for . . . .

Short Wave Receivers and Kits of quality

One Valve Kit Model "C" Price 20/-

Two " " "E" 43/-

Small Advertisements

Readers—continued

S new, Regentone ARG99 Autogram, £29. Also

Corsoor 494, 3 wave mains radio £5. Taylor

maker 85A £9. E. C. Green, 42 Queen's Road, Slough, Bucks.

FOR Sale. 50w phone/CW Tx, 3.5 to 28 mc, rack

built by late G6HP. Switched xtal osc., 807 PA,

separate tank coils, pre-amp mod., power supply,

excellent condition, bargain. Offers up to £20.

All letters answered. Box 880.

Two Marconi high-fidelity miniature moving iron

pick-ups with auto stop mechanism and trans-

formers. £3 each, or £5/10/0 the pair. G3BYY,

51 Kenworth Road, Homerton, London.

EDDYSTONE 504, 10-550 metres, 2 RF, xtal

etc., FB condition. Complete speaker, phones.

£25. M. Norton, 1 Emily Street, West Bromwich, Staffs.

AR88D—with cabinet speaker, spare set of

valves, converter socket, £45. Mul-

lard oscilloscope, £15. 20 watt amplifier, 3 inputs,

£9. 28 mc transmitter, with modulator and power

supply, fully metered, £15. Test meter, AC mains,

covers AC/DC, resistance and capacity ranges, £9.

Phone : Wallington 3528.

WANTED, Hammerlund Super Pro coils. Types

SA111 (2), SA112 (1), SA114 (2), SA115 (1).

SA117 (2), SA118 (1), 1st IF SA166 (1). Figures

in brackets indicate quantity required. Cain, 14

West End Terrace, St. Rannar.

AR88LF—immaculate performance and

appearance, absolutely as new, buy collect.

£40. Clare, Main Road, Sprouatel, Nr. Hull.

EXCHANGE T1154, new valves, OK, for battery

receiver R1224, R1116 etc. or cash offer ? Williams,

12 Arrowery, Hamner, Whitchurch, Salop.

MILNES HT unit, new, ideal self-change bias

pack for Tx, £3/10. R1116 receiver, good working order,

£5/10/0. carriage extra. Yeo, Ebberton Dairy,

Newport, Barnstaple, Devon.

EDDYSTONE 5/10 converter, Hallicraster S.22.

Phillips 12-volt car radio. Xtsal 7155, 7180 kc.

Offers ? GOALT/A, Hugglescote, Leicestershire.

1355 22/-, transformer for same 22/-

RF15 15/-, 6E wired time base less valves and tube, 40/-.

VCR97 20/-, EHT transformer 25/-, 4Kv EHT 25/-,

500-500v 170 ma 25/-, UM2 30/-. 1200V tapped 700V, filament

winding for RZ1/150 and U17, 12/-, Auto 230v-

110v, 2 KVA, 35/- or offer. RCA amplifier ET

4332B, less tubes, 60/-, R5G6 Amplifier 1938-1948

any reasonable offer. Valves 8091, U16, VU111,

6SK7, 5/-. Rola 12in. speaker, 80/-. Carr. extra

please. Box 882.

B2 complete in case £10/10/0. R103A complete,

24/10/0. QS3'er complete £2. All first class

condition. G3A2T, 25 Lawford Road, Rugby.

WANTED, Hallicrasters S38 receiver, reasonable.

For Sale : 6P28, EL38, EBC93, 2 stage preamp

with power (Sutton) 56/- lots. All new. Box 881.

ONe ONLY. The amazing VRL 19-valve com-

munications receiver. Complete as new with 19

spare valves. Bargain £24. 152 Leigh Road, East-

leigh, Hants.

WANTED. 829, 829B, 832, QVO4/7. Det. 12 etc.

"City Slicker" or 144 Inc aerials. VHF equip-

ment. £5 for £144 inc field strength meter. Offers ? G2CVN, 8

Granger Ave., Preston, Birkenhead.
DONT MISS THESE BARGAINS

PLUGS AND SOCKETS

SOCKET STRIPS. Paxolin mounted.
- Two socket engraved L.S. 6d. each. Bin. C16B.
- Two socket engraved A.E. 6d. each. Bin. C18A.
- Two socket engraved P.U. 6d. each. Bin. C19B.
- Two socket engraved Dipole. 6d. each. Bin. C19B.
- Two socket plain. 5d. each. Bin. C18B. each. Bin. C16D.
- Three socket engraved A1, A2 and E. 9d. each. Bin. C19E.
- Four socket engraved A.E. Puckup, 9d. each. Bin. C19E.
- Five socket plain. 9d. each. Bin. C16C.

CRYSTALS
100 Kc/s American made to very high precision, bakelite cased, 10/- each. Good range of other crystals on octal, B7G, 2 pin and other bases. Send your requirements.

10 CORE CABLE
10 flexible copper conductors well insulated suitable for mains work. Covered overall with hard rubber, 1/6 per yard.

TELEPHONE JACKS AND PLUGS
Jack Plugs, bakelite, 7d. each. Bin D31A.
- Jack Socket for D31A. 10d. each. Bin D31B.
- Jack Plugs thin type fibre insulated. 1/3 each. Bin D31D.
- Jack Socket for D31C, one hole fixing for mounting on metal panels, complete with insulating and spacing washers, 1/3 each. Bin D31C.

SPECIAL FOR SCHOOLS
5in. surface mounting hot wire meter 0-10 amps. Cover easily removes to reveal precision movement complete with zero adjust and magnetic damping device, a real lab. instrument. 17/6 each.

MULTI CABLE CONNECTORS
Ten way sockets, self locating, strongly made, well insulated. 1/3 each. Bin. D33AL.

TRANSFORMER SNIP
A universal replacement by a very famous maker. Standard mains input secondaries: 390-0-350 at 80 mA, 6.3 tapped at 4v, 4 amp, and 4v at 3 amps. Special price for one month only 13/6, plus 1/- post. Note this is a half shrouded drop through type.

SPECIAL SOCKET PANELS
Two socket plain, with optional switching for internal and external speaker. 9d. each. Bin. C16A.
- Four socket panel, marked P.U., L.S., with screw shorting switch for muting internal speaker etc., 1/3 each. Bin C20D.
- Mains voltage selector panel, three socket marked 200, 220 and 240, screw adjuster type 1/3 each. Bin C20E.

TELEPHONE JACKS AND PLUGS
Jack Plugs, bakelite, 7d. each. Bin D31A.
- Jack Socket for D31A. 10d. each. Bin D31B.
- Jack Plugs thin type fibre insulated. 1/3 each. Bin D31D.
- Jack Socket for D31C, one hole fixing for mounting on metal panels, complete with insulating and spacing washers, 1/3 each. Bin D31C.

SENSITIVE RELAY
Extra light weight only 1½ ozs. suitable for high speed work or radio control etc. 2,000 ohms coils only require 2 mA to operate, solid platinum contacts make or break adjustable pressure, 13/6 each.

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT
3 Electron House, Windmill Hill, Ruislip Manor, Middlesex. Tel.: Ruislip 5780
Send stamp for current Component List. Probably the most comprehensive in the trade

- OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR GUARANTEE -